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CIMdata News 
23 June 2015 

CIMdata Publishes Executive PLM Market Report, First Module of the 2015 PLM MAR Report 
Series 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 
the release of the CIMdata 2015 Executive PLM Market Report. This report provides an executive-level 
view of CIMdata’s comprehensive analysis of the PLM market, with summary charts on the overall 
market and on specific PLM solution segments (including the chart below). It also includes perspectives 
on current trends in the PLM industry and how they may affect current suppliers and investments. 
Based on CIMdata estimates, the PLM market grew 8% in 2014 to $37.6 billion. “The PLM market 
grew strongly in 2014, with all PLM segments up for the year,” according to Stan Przybylinski, 
CIMdata’s Vice President of Research, “Investments in data and process management offerings were up 
sharply for the year, we saw some solid growth in the Systems Integrator/Reseller/VAR segment, and 
simulation & analysis continued to shine.”  
This report is the first of five modules of the CIMdata 2015 Market Analysis Report Series to be 
released. The MAR Series provides detailed information and in-depth analysis on the worldwide PLM 
market during calendar year 2014. It contains analyses of major trends and issues; revenues of leading 
PLM providers; and revenue analyses for geographical regions, industry sectors, and historical and 
projected data on market growth.  
The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is packaged as five modules: 

The CIMdata 2015 Executive PLM Market Report provides an overview of CIMdata’s complete global 
analysis. It includes key charts on PLM market investment statistics through 2014, forecasts of 
investments for 2015 through 2019, and a summary of PLM solution providers’ performance in 2014. 
The CIMdata 2015 PLM Industry Review and Trends Report is mainly qualitative in nature, and focuses 
on key issues facing the global PLM ecosystem of solution providers and end user organizations. It 
highlights changes that occurred in 2014, what effects those changes may have in the short and medium 
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term, and what is on the horizon in the years to come. 
The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market and Solution Provider Analysis Report details measures of and 
forecasts for the overall PLM market and its key segments, including Tools, cPDm, and Digital 
Manufacturing. The Tools section has additional details on sub-segments, including MCAD, NC, S&A, 
EDA, and AEC. It also includes CIMdata’s estimates of PLM solution provider revenues in these 
segments and sub-segments for 2015 through 2019. 
The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market Geographic Analysis Report provides an additional view of the 2014 
market results, by major geography. CIMdata’s 2014 estimates and market forecasts for PLM and the 
major PLM market segments are provided for the Americas, EMEA, and Asia-Pacific. In addition, the 
report includes estimates and forecasts for the cPDm segment within specific European and Asia-Pacific 
countries and regions. 
The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market Industry Analysis Report provides an industry segmentation view of the 
2014 market results. CIMdata’s 2014 estimates and market forecasts for PLM and cPDm are provided 
for eight different industry sectors: aerospace and defense; automotive and other transportation; 
electronics/telecommunications; fabrication and assembly; process-packaged goods; process—
petrochemical; utilities; and construction, infrastructure and shipbuilding. 
The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is available as a five-module set or each module can 
be purchased separately. It is also available as part of the CIMdata PLM Community Gold Membership. 
Further details and pricing information about the report and Community Memberships are available at 
www.cimdata.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata Publishes PLM Trends Market Report, Second Module of the 2015 PLM MAR Report 
Series 
25 June 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 
the release of the CIMdata PLM Industry Review and Trends Report, the second of five modules of the 
CIMdata 2015 Market Analysis Report Series. The MAR Series provides detailed information and in-
depth analysis on the worldwide PLM market during 2014. It contains analyses of major trends and 
issues; revenues of leading PLM providers; and revenue analyses for geographical regions, industry 
sectors, and historical and projected data on market growth. 
The focus of the 2015 Trends report is on “Platforms for Innovation.” According to conventional 
wisdom companies thrive on innovation. Common practice is to use a strategic planning process to go 
from vision to mission to strategy. Depending on the industry, the approach necessary to meet strategic 
innovation objectives will vary. The focus could be new products, services, or processes; or a 
combination of strategic initiatives, with returns projected for each alternative. Companies need to 
innovate across the full spectrum of their operations, including logistics, infrastructure, processes, 
services, and specific strategic initiatives. In some cases new business models may be needed to best 
capture the market for a new innovation.  
To support their efforts, organizations define the necessary data, processes, and functional capabilities. 
This combination of data-process-function is the core of CIMdata’s definition of a platform. Platforms 
may or may not be IT enabled. Some platforms are IT intensive—for example, companies use enterprise 
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resource planning (ERP) to optimally allocate resources for production. Customer relationship 
management (CRM) solutions do just that, i.e., they help companies engage with their customers to 
manage the sales and provisioning of products and services. Product lifecycle management (PLM) 
emerged as a strategic business approach to support product and process development, enabled by 
software, technology, and services. CIMdata’s definition of PLM spans from product idea through life, 
so PLM has a huge role to play in product, process, services associated with process, and innovation.  
Information technology is currently supporting many organizational innovation processes. Over the last 
several years, the ideation process has been spectacularly enabled by social technology. One could think 
of Kickstarter as the platform in this case, leveraging its communities of interest to bring new ideas to 
life. Many industrial companies now rely on open innovation with selected individuals or communities, 
creating their own platforms to make this happen. One reason for the huge growth in the simulation and 
analysis (S&A) segment is the increasing use of S&A earlier in the product lifecycle, back at the concept 
stage. Where companies used to do sketches and clay models, now they are creating systems of 0D, 1D, 
2D, and 3D models. Are existing platforms adequate for supporting this approach, or are new ones 
required? What new skills, solutions, and services will systems integrators and reseller/VARs need to 
develop to empower their customers to succeed with this new approach? These are critical 
considerations. 
The existing PLM-enabling platforms are evolving. Several leading solution providers are moving from 
one monolithic offering to a core solution and associated apps, much like the ubiquitous smartphone. Is 
this the consumerization of IT hitting PLM? What will it mean for users, for solution and service 
providers? In particular, it should have a huge impact on PLM sustainability, an on-going CIMdata 
research effort. Other emerging technologies like 3D printing and the Internet of Things are creating 
new innovation opportunities in many industrial segments.  
The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is packaged as five modules: 

1. The CIMdata 2015 Executive PLM Market Report provides an overview of 
CIMdata’s complete global analysis. It includes key charts on PLM market 
investment statistics through 2014, forecasts of investments for 2015 through 
2019, and a summary of PLM solution providers’ performance in 2014. 

2. The CIMdata 2015 PLM Industry Review and Trends Report is mainly qualitative 
in nature, and focuses on key issues facing the global PLM ecosystem of solution 
providers and end user organizations. It highlights changes that occurred in 2014, 
what effects those changes may have in the short and medium term, and what is 
on the horizon in the years to come. 

3. The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market and Solution Provider Analysis Report details 
measures of and forecasts for the overall PLM market and its key segments, 
including Tools, cPDm, and Digital Manufacturing. The Tools section has 
additional details on sub-segments, including MCAD, NC, S&A, EDA, and AEC. 
It also includes CIMdata’s estimates of PLM solution provider revenues in these 
segments and sub-segments for 2015 through 2019. 

4. The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market Geographic Analysis Report provides an 
additional view of the 2014 market results, by major geography. CIMdata’s 2014 
estimates and market forecasts for 2015 through 2019 for PLM and the major 
PLM market segments are provided for the Americas, EMEA, and Asia-Pacific. 
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In addition, the report includes estimates and forecasts for the cPDm segment 
within specific European and Asia-Pacific countries and regions. 

5. The CIMdata 2015 PLM Market Industry Analysis Report provides an industry 
segmentation view of the 2014 market results. CIMdata’s 2014 estimates and 
market forecasts for 2015 through 2019 for PLM and cPDm are provided for eight 
different industry sectors: aerospace and defense; automotive and other 
transportation; electronics/telecommunications; fabrication and assembly; 
process-packaged goods; process—petrochemical; utilities; and construction, 
infrastructure and shipbuilding. 

The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is available as a five-module set or each module can 
be purchased separately. It is also available as part of the CIMdata PLM Community Gold Membership. 
Further details and pricing information about the report and Community Memberships are available at 
www.cimdata.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
3D Systems Signs Leading U.S. CAD/CAM Solutions Partner 
25 June 2015 

3D Systems announced today the addition of its newest partner, MLC CAD Systems, the leading 
provider of CAD/CAM solutions with offices throughout the United States southeast and southwest. 
MLC is adding 3DS' portfolio of 3D printers to its existing design and manufacturing tools, creating a 
comprehensive digital thread for MLC's clients. 
Based in Austin, Texas, MLC CAD Systems has been a trusted CAD/CAM provider for the last 30+ 
years, offering clients the most innovative tools to speed up the design process, enhance quality and 
manufacture efficiently. To enhance their extensive portfolio of CAD/CAM solutions, MLC will now 
offer the full range of 3DS professional and production 3D printers, including Direct Metal Printing on 
the ProX™ 300, large-format SLA on the ProX™ 950, and end-use SLS part production on the ProX™ 
500. 
"We are excited to partner with 3D Systems to add 3D printing technology to our portfolio of CAD and 
CAM solutions," said Dennis Hill, President, MLC CAD Systems. "By combining our expertise in 
design, engineering, and manufacturing, as one of the largest CAD and CAM resellers in the southern 
United States, with 3D Systems' complementary technology, we can now offer industry-leading additive 
manufacturing technologies to our art-to-part design and subtractive manufacturing technology 
solutions. Our customers can select state-of-the-art manufacturing technology for their program." 
"MLC exemplifies our mission: to empower customers with superior technology to help them 
manufacture better products, get to market faster and reduce costs," said Michele Marchesan, Vice 
President and Chief Revenue Officer, Professional Products, 3DS. "This partnership will provide MLC 
customers better access to industry-leading 3D solutions, and ultimately allow them to implement the 
streamlined, money-saving workflows that our technology enables." 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=BGNmKcSyFzUE08quonXzNKn2NhsOF2kAxzocxUphJHwb6op1GqT5vEBgJfO4HZy3
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u9XJOSsRKubVGgtPrl_U_7Qaljq_LIZdKlcguzIj0jgNAHmuDHZG22uwleIJGSGKenx6WNMbFgXVxFYUmZkvE7I6EfBItF5e89-OCyf5r1TN691VkYCnpY4vXWa1AjZL
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u9XJOSsRKubVGgtPrl_U_6Sb3Y_IKOaBm3lNSIm1QjakXQd0nUTwSTJErLEmNJ2wE5OhxhjIoD2mp2x1MKtE9j9gKYz9eDkoLvsHyn-slXyrujMCromKmQDF8g0ibG9t
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u9XJOSsRKubVGgtPrl_U_9kLnbHns2v6FFuRv6VueP4OR-6kQUinGt3rL-KKvfrJO-CW9voueoM9og7VGDBvI7jMMnUVwc0zLqltBZB8nfKn_iDf5_X11wTW6np0jgp0
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u9XJOSsRKubVGgtPrl_U_9kLnbHns2v6FFuRv6VueP4OR-6kQUinGt3rL-KKvfrJO-CW9voueoM9og7VGDBvI7jMMnUVwc0zLqltBZB8nfKn_iDf5_X11wTW6np0jgp0
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Adlib Partners with Astral to Support Enterprise Content Management Requirements in Australia 
23 June 2015 

Adlib continues to build on its leading position in the global market for Advanced Rendering by 
expanding into Australasia. With a team on the ground to support our partners and customers, led by Jeff 
Brand, Territory Manager, Adlib will be able to address both high level content management strategy 
and technical demands at an expert level. A key part of this expansion is the establishment of a strategic 
partnership with Astral Consulting Services. 
With its unparalleled enterprise-grade, automated document transformation technology, Adlib has been 
working with Australian organizations and key partners for some time, including Astral. Astral helps 
customers manage their information assets so that information is easily accessible, secure and delivers 
enterprise-wide value. Astral’s CEO, Marie Felsbourg, noted that “Astral customers utilize the Adlib 
Advanced Rendering capabilities to deliver enhanced enterprise document management solutions in 
high-volume environments. Our customers are able to solve complex business problems including 
managing change effectively and increasing user adoption of Enterprise Content Management systems, 
from OpenText to Documentum to SharePoint and beyond.” 

Adlib and Astral have partnered to support the delivery of these solutions to a number of customers 
across Australia. Building on this, the two companies are pleased to announce the establishment of a 
joint program to provide business and technical services as part of a strategy to increase the value to 
customers. 

Astral is finding information governance initiatives are gaining priority across corporate Australia, with 
the imperative being to meet compliance requirements, reduce the overall cost and administration 
overhead (and the associated risks) of managing content throughout its lifecycle. Adlib’s Advanced 
Rendering enriches the quality of content, enhancing its value to the organisation and to the people who 
work with that content to support those initiatives. 

Organizations across multiple industries worldwide are realizing significant improvements to document 
management processes with Adlib’s technology. By integrating advanced document-to-PDF technology 
with Enterprise Content Management (ECM), workflow and PLM systems, critical content processes 
like compliance, collaboration and archiving are enhanced across the enterprise. 

“We look forward to working with enterprise organizations across Australia and throughout the region 
to bring improved content, document and information management processes to them. This is an 
exciting time for Adlib, with a number of innovative projects in flight. It’s gratifying to know that we 
can now expand the delivery of these advancements to customers and partners alike”, says Craig 
Gleason, VP, Partners & Solutions at Adlib. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Exchange Apps Store Reaches Milestone 
24 June 2015 

Autodesk Exchange Apps, a Web-based design and engineering app store created for the Autodesk 
community, celebrates its one millionth app milestone this week with a customer download of the 
coolOrange threadModeler for Autodesk Inventor.  

In three years since launching, the site has published 1,800 apps from third-party developers, which are 

http://www.adlibsoftware.com/widget/renderContent.aspx?asset=%7b07FD43D1-7B7A-4A19-B9FD-BFAB0C88B961%7d&utm_source=businesswire&utm_medium=pressrelease&utm_campaign=Adlib-partners-with-Astral
http://www.astral.com.au/
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available for download in 14 different languages and in 191 countries. The online platform provides 
designers and engineers with a centralized location to access apps that advance efficiency and 
productivity while using Autodesk software, and makes it easy for app developers to reach Autodesk 
customers worldwide. 
Autodesk Exchange Apps features a diverse range of 1,800 free, trial and paid apps created for use with 
Autodesk software across several industries, from AEC and infrastructure to manufacturing, film, TV 
and games. Autodesk carefully reviews and tests every app to ensure it meets quality, usability and 
security standards. Apps vary in price from $0-$3,000 and can be accessed through an Exchange Apps 
icon in Autodesk desktop products or via the Exchange Apps site.  

Click here to return to Contents 

BobCAD-CAM Partners with MSI to Offer High Performance Laptops Designed for CAD/CAM 
Software 
22 June 2015 
BobCAD-CAM, Inc has announced a new partnership with MSI, an industry-leading innovator of 
motherboards, graphics cards, notebooks, and all-in-one PCs, to provide manufacturers and job shops 
with a quality laptop solution to operate their high performance CAD/CAM software. 
After months of rigorous testing, BobCAD-CAM selected MSI as a preferred Notebook PC supplier. 
The selection was based on MSI's ability to deliver high performance hardware that could manage the 
processing demands of CAD/CAM software, including complex 3D model design, realistic CAM 
simulations, and large volumes of toolpath calculations. 
MSI has a solid reputation of developing quality products for software that demands a lot from computer 
hardware. Their products are widely used throughout the PC gaming, digital arts, and CNC machining 
industries. In fact, many of the MSI Mobile Workstations have been pre-certified by leading 3D 
software giants like SolidWorks and Adobe to ensure compatibility, reliability and stability for 
professional applications. 
BobCAD-CAM's advanced CAD-CAM software generates machine toolpaths to manufacture 2D & 3D 
parts on 2-5 axis CNC machines. In order to generate the machine toolpaths, the software must process 
large amounts of data and calculations to create the machine g-code that is readable at the CNC machine 
controller. The time it takes to process all of this data is largely dependent on the hardware capabilities 
of the computer workstation. 
BobCAD-CAM software is designed to utilize the full processing capabilities of the operating computer. 
The NVIDIA® graphics cards and Intel® processors used in MSI laptops offer superior hardware power 
that is designed to handle CAD/CAM software with ease. 
Sean Owen, COO of BobCAD-CAM, had this to say about the new partnership, "We've been testing 
various workstations for the last year or so. Our goal has been to find a powerful PC that works well 
with our software within an affordable price range. MSI really hit the mark on all accounts. We 
especially liked the fact that we're able to offer our clients multiple high quality laptop options at various 
performance levels to fit any budget. I firmly believe that our clients will be impressed with how well 
CAD/CAM software runs on MSI laptops." 
As part of BobCAD-CAM's partnership, they will offer a total of three different MSI laptop models. 

WS60 – The WS60 is a high-end/high performance laptop specifically designed for CAD/CAM 

http://bobcad.com/products/msi-ws60-cad-cam-laptop/
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software. The premium pricing is a reflection of the processing and graphics power of this professional 
quality workstation. 
PX Series – The PX Series laptop represents more of a middle of the road option. It packs serious 
performance power with the newest model Intel® i7 Processor while maintaining an affordable price 
profile. 
PE Series – PE Series laptop is an affordable option for clients on a budget. This MSI laptop is a quality 
workstation that tested well with the BobCAD-CAM software and is at the most affordable price point. 
BobCAD-CAM will begin offering MSI laptops alongside their CAD/CAM software beginning June 18, 
2015. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

Cadence and Applied Materials Collaborate on Joint Development Program  to Optimize 
Planarization Process Through Advanced CMP Modeling 
22 June 2015  

Cadence Design Systems, Inc.  and Applied Materials, Inc. today announced the companies are 
collaborating on a development program to optimize the chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) 
process through silicon characterization and modeling for advanced-node designs at 14 nanometer (nm) 
and below. The program allows design teams to predict the impact of CMP on both functional yield and 
parametric yield, and for manufacturing teams to boost planarization performance, which is increasingly 
critical for advanced FinFET architectures. 
The Cadence® and Applied Materials joint development program is focused on front end-of-line 
(FEOL) and wafer-level CMP modeling. Applied Materials can use the Cadence CMP Process 
Optimizer, a tool that allows silicon calibration of semi-physical models and optimization of CMP 
material and process parameters such as pressure, polish time and overall CMP uniformity, to enhance 
the precision performance of its Reflexion® LK Prime? CMP system. 
Once models are calibrated, design teams can leverage Cadence CMP Predictor, a tool that enhances 
design performance and yield through model-based CMP hotspot detection and CMP-aware RC 
extraction. It provides full-chip, multi-level CMP thickness and topography predictions for shallow 
trench isolation (STI) and replacement metal gate (RMG) CMP processes. For more information on 
Cadence CMP Predictor and Cadence CMP Process Optimizer, please visitwww.cadence.com/news/cmp. 
 
Applied Materials is an industry leader in precision CMP technology with its Reflexion LK Prime CMP 
system that offers high-speed planarization and multi-zone polishing heads to enable superior uniformity 
and efficiency with low downforce for extendibility to 
"Working together with Cadence, we're driving advances in CMP process performance," said Derek 
Witty, vice president and general manager of the CMP Products Group at Applied Materials. "From our 
collaboration, we expect to more accurately predict gate height, dishing and erosion on each step of the 
CMP process, which could enable design and manufacturing teams to achieve higher yield and deliver 
advanced-node designs to market faster." 
"Cadence CMP Predictor helps turn the uncertainty of manufacturing process variation into predictable 
impacts, and then minimizes these impacts during the design stage," said Dr. Anirudh Devgan, senior 
vice president and general manager of the Digital and Signoff Group at Cadence. "The joint 
development program with Applied Materials can allow us to drive advancements in CMP modeling 

http://bobcad.com/products/msi-px-series-cad-cam-laptop/
http://bobcad.com/products/msi-pe-series-cad-cam-laptop/
http://feedproxy.google.com/news/cmp
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processes so our design and manufacturing customers can maximize design yield and performance." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Comet Solutions Adds Gearbox Expertise of Brian Wilson 
24 June 2015 

Comet Solutions, Inc. announces a partnership with Brian Wilson of Advanced Drivetrain Engineering 
& Technology (ADET).  This partnership further strengthens Comet’s expertise and commitment to 
providing solutions to designers and manufacturers of transmissions, axles, industrial gearboxes, and 
other power transmission products. 
Mr. Wilson brings to Comet over 25 years of experience in the design, test and analysis of rotating 
machinery. His experience includes Romax Technology, Inc. where he served as Chief Technology 
Officer, Ford Motor Company where he held the position of NVH Technical Specialist and work as a 
consultant for SDRC (now Siemens PLM).  He currently serves as Vice-Chair on the AGMA Sound & 
Vibration Committee and sits on ASME’s Power and Transmission Gearing Committee. 
Mr. Wilson will focus on expanding the market for Comet’s existing drivetrain-related SimApps and 
guiding Comet product line expansion in order to broaden coverage of drivetrain engineering. In 
addition, the partnership delivers deep technical support and service for Comet customers to receive the 
most impact from their investment in Comet. 
Dan Meyer, Comet Solutions President and CEO, comments: 

“We are excited that Brian will join our team and add his credentials to Comet’s list of expert resources.  
Leveraging Brian’s CAE software, test systems, and consulting expertise further advances Comet’s 
commitment to deliver innovation within practical applications. Brian is a natural fit for our organization 
and vision, and we look forward to the many benefits he brings to our growing customer base.” 
Brian Wilson, comments: 

“Comet is emerging as a key player within the world of simulation-led new product development.  After 
a thorough investigation of Comet’s unique approach to CAE engineering, it was apparent to me that we 
share a common interest of putting advanced tools and technology in the hands of designers and 
analysts.  I am excited to add my experience with that of Comet to further automate and streamline 
drivetrain-development processes.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor aligns partners and micro-verticals to facilitate last mile configuration 
22 June 2015  

Infor has announced its new Micro-vertical Specialisation Program for the Infor Partner Network (IPN), 
an initiative designed for partners to showcase unique strengths and capabilities with Infor solutions in 
specific niche markets. 
By awarding micro-vertical credentials, Infor is confirming that the partner organisation is 
knowledgeable and prepared to help customers optimise their use of Infor applications in a particular 
market such as power generation or prepared foods manufacturing. 
As part of the program's pilot, eight partners were awarded specialisation designations in 15 different 

http://www.infor.com/partners/micro-vertical-specialization/
http://www.infor.com/partners/
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micro-verticals at the Infor Americas Partner Summit earlier this year. The application process is now 
open to Infor's global partner community to help participating organisations benefit from increased 
credibility and market visibility across their areas of expertise.   
This initiative coincides with the Micro-vertical Product Program (MVPP) launched by Infor in 2013, 
which allows partners to build industry-specific applications using Infor Mongoose, a development 
platform that enables users to easily design applications without knowledge of complex source code or 
programming languages. Together, these programs give partners the opportunity to play a critical role in 
helping Infor deliver comprehensive industry suites that address the unique business challenges of its 
customers. 
"As a long-time Infor partner working with Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine), the Micro-vertical 
Specialisation Program gives Copley an opportunity to capitalise on our experience with medical device 
manufacturers," said Robert Lane, chief executive officer, Copley Consulting Group. "Infor recognises 
the critical role of partners in providing last mile functionality across all micro-verticals, and this new 
initiative will only help to deepen those industry-specific capabilities for our customers." 
Infor partners Alfa-Beta Solutions, Central Data Systems, Copley Consulting Group, Guide 
Technologies,Maximum Computer Systems, Synergy Resources, Visual K, and Watermark 
Solutions have all been awarded specialisations in one or more micro-verticals, including dairy, 
automotive, fluid power and automation, pet food, medical devices, defence contracting, power 
generation and oil and gas. In order to receive a micro-vertical designation, partners must submit an 
application demonstrating subject matter expertise and current customers in the desired niche areas. This 
information is then validated by Infor industry strategy leaders to help ensure the partner can provide 
thought leadership and commercial insights to customers. Partners receive benefits including specialised 
logos, preferential lead distribution, micro-vertical designation on the Infor Partner Finder, and co-
marketing activities with Infor micro-vertical campaigns. 
"Our customers continue to seek software solutions that address unique micro-vertical requirements to 
help make their businesses more flexible and adaptive in today's changing markets," said Michael 
Carrillo, enablement director, Infor Partner Network. "The need to assist customers in this endeavor was 
the catalyst for our creation of both the Micro-vertical Products Program and the Micro-vertical 
Specialisation Program, both of which are designed to align Infor applications with experienced partner 
experts, so we can work collaboratively to help customers speed time to value and increase the return on 
their Infor investment." 
The IPN is a global network designed to provide the tools and resources necessary to help partners grow 
a profitable and sustainable business around Infor products 

Click here to return to Contents 

ITC Infotech to Conduct Hackathon on IoT 
22 June 2015 

On the 4th and 5th of July, ITC Infotech will hold a two day Hackathon on Internet of Things (IoT). 

“The event provides an opportunity to IoT startups, developers, professionals, students to present 
solutions to business users and confirm ideas through live simulations of real business scenario,” said 
Sushma Rajagopalan, Chief Executive, Infotech. 
She also added that, the company will provide intellectual capital for mentoring budding innovators and 

http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/MVPP/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/technology/app-dev-framework/
http://www.alfa-beta-solutions.nl/
http://www.centraldata.com/
http://copleycg.com/infor/
http://www.guidetechnologies.com/
http://www.guidetechnologies.com/
http://www.maximumcomputer.com/
http://www.syrginfo.com/
http://visualk.com/en/
http://www.wmerp.com/
http://www.wmerp.com/
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hand over tools to develop ideas to prototypes using disruptive technology. 
Also, at the venue, the Hackathon will have a 30 hour prototype building contest using IoT kits which is 
provided by the company. 

Click here to return to Contents 

MachineWorks Delivers Hybrid Manufacturing Simulation 
22 June 2015 

The so-called Hybrid Manufacturing, is nothing more and nothing less than the blend of subtractive and 
additive manufacturing processes. This is news today because an increasing number of high-profile 
machine tool manufacturers that are bringing to market hybrid CNC multi-tasking machines combining  
traditional CNC machining with additive manufacturing on the same machine. 
Over 60% of the leading CAM manufacturers across the world have integrated  MachineWorks' 
Software Development Toolkit (SDK) to drive their CNC simulation and verification seamlessly inside 
their CAM applications.  
Now that the demands of the market are expanding to include 3D printing simulation functionality in a 
CNC environment, both CAD/CAM software providers and machine tool manufacturers are turning to 
MachineWorks to provide this enhanced functionality.  
MachineWorks Software encompasses key functionality for the simulation of both process; traditional 
CNC machining where the material is being removed,  as well as additive manufacturing where the 
material is being added. Furthermore, MachineWorks software offers analysis of the finished part and a 
quality check of both processes. 
The unique Boolean algorithms that underlie MachineWorks’ core technology have been developed 
since 1994 and are specifically optimised to make a robust CNC simulation.  The MachineWorks 
engines can perform complex geometrical calculations and demanding solid model processing quickly 
and accurately.  MachineWorks' revolutionary way of handing solid meshes has provided the 3D 
printing industry with automatic software solutions for processing polygons. 
The degree of flexibility and customisation that MachineWorks APIs can offer to the Hybrid 
Manufacturing processes is unique, whether it is layer by layer addition or cutting material on the same 
stock. Mike Nicholson, Sales & Marketing Director of MachineWorks says, "We have always been able 
to deliver material addition as well as material removal but recently we have seen the demand for 
additive simulation rocketing". 

Click here to return to Contents 

MathWorks Hosts "Mission on Mars Robot Challenge" Finals at Innorobo 
25 June 2015 
MathWorks today announced the names of the 12 qualified teams for the finals of its robotics. These 12 
finalists emerged from a group of 220 participating teams and will compete in Lyon, on July 3rd, during 
the Innorobo tradeshow. Qualifying teams include: Adeline and her little green men, Jopimara, Cyborg, 
Vachefolle, Esig'inno AM & UROPE4MARS, iVengers, PMCLab, duckgo, Tabula Mater, The 
Planners, UTMars. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Finnorobo.com%2F&esheet=51130520&newsitemid=20150625005081&lan=en-US&anchor=Innorobo&index=2&md5=3a93eca36555c621277abbfe71ad9b31
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Since the launch of the second annual competition in early March, the teams had three months to 
optimize a basic simulation model of a robot provided by MathWorks. The 12 teams making the fastest 
and most intelligent models advanced to compete in the finals with real Rover robots. The robots will 
complete a unique, double mission: to explore Mars by detecting autonomously the location of sites and 
to avoid obstacles. The goal of the competition is to optimize the MATLAB and Simulink algorithms used 
by the Rover to complete the mission as fast as possible. 
The competition calls for creativity by the participants – multiple generations of engineers, researchers 
and students – to innovate, create and take risks in their programming of their robots. Leveraging 
MATLAB and Simulink, which are widely used throughout commercial industry, with low-cost 
hardware, the competition requires teams to demonstrate their ability to innovate, create and take risks in 
their programming of their robots. 
"This competition and its partnership with Innorobo, demonstrates the commitment MathWorks has to 
offer industry professionals, researchers and the academic community robust tools capable of meeting 
the challenges of robotics," said Paul Cox, robotics application engineer. "These tools aim to provide the 
best support that designers need to make robots more reliable and to support the development of new 
robotic applications. In addition, MATLAB and Simulink also are effective tools for teachers to enhance 
the learning of key robotics concepts such as kinematics, mechanics and control." 
"Innorobo is the leading international robotics event in Europe,” said Catherine Simon, president and 
founder of Innorobo. “By supporting this robotics challenge during our tradeshow, MathWorks affirms 
its positioning as a main software provider in the European robotics ecosystem. Without programming, 
the robot is just a lifeless material. We are particularly pleased to host the finals of the ‘Mission on 
Mars’ challenge, which combines this year, navigation issues and obstacle avoidance." 
 Click here to return to Contents 

Oracle extends cloud offerings, looks to compete with Amazon.com 
23 June 2015 
Oracle Corp founder and Executive Chairman Larry Ellison said his database company is expanding its 
cloud-computing offerings, bringing Oracle into more direct competition with Amazon.com Inc. 
"We're prepared to compete with Amazon.com on price," said Ellison in a webcast presentation on 
Monday, after announcing that Oracle would offer online storage and capability for customers to run 
their applications entirely in Oracle's cloud. 
The expansion is a major new step for Oracle, which is shifting its traditional database and customer 
relationship management businesses to the cloud. 
"This is a really big deal," said Ellison, who stepped aside in 2014 as chief executive of the company. 

Amazon Web Services is the market leader in providing cloud computing capability to customers, 
followed by Microsoft Corp's Azure service and International Business Machines Corp . 
Oracle, which calls its cloud offering the Oracle Cloud Platform, will provide a cost-effective alternative 
to Amazon, said Ellison. 
"Our new archive storage service goes head-to-head with Amazon Glacier and it's one-tenth their price," 
said Ellison. Amazon did not immediately return a request for comment. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mathworks.com%2Fproducts%2Fmatlab%2F&esheet=51130520&newsitemid=20150625005081&lan=en-US&anchor=MATLAB&index=3&md5=0f3c0eaeea01fed9ad575bf023f80b0f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mathworks.com%2Fproducts%2Fsimulink%2Findex.html&esheet=51130520&newsitemid=20150625005081&lan=en-US&anchor=Simulink&index=4&md5=c8179e13adf7bf0be3f2913f3801890a
http://www.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=AMZN.O
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Oracle's cloud business is growing quickly, running at a rate of about $2.3 billion a year in revenue, 
based on last quarter's figures. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys and UMC Expand 14-nm FinFET Collaboration to Include DesignWare Embedded 
Memory and Test Solutions 
22 June 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. and United Microelectronics Corporation ("UMC") today announced an expanded 
collaboration to include Synopsys DesignWare® Embedded Memory IP and the DesignWare STAR 
Memory System® test and repair solution on UMC's second 14-nanometer (nm) FinFET process 
qualification vehicle (PQV). The PQV provides additional silicon data, enabling UMC to further tune its 
14-nm FinFET process for optimal power, performance and area. This PQV follows the successful 
tapeout and silicon bring-up of the first UMC 14-nm FinFET PQV containing Synopsys DesignWare 
Logic Libraries and utilizing the StarRC™ parasitic extraction tool. 
"Our expanded collaboration with UMC demonstrates our mutual goal to help designers incorporate 
DesignWare IP into their SoCs on UMC processes," said John Koeter, vice president of marketing for IP 
and prototyping at Synopsys. "With more than 45 FinFET test chip tapeouts, Synopsys continues to 
make significant investments in providing high-quality IP for FinFET processes, enabling designers to 
lower integration risk and speed their time to volume production." 
"In addition to developing a competitive 14-nanometer process for the most advanced IC applications, 
UMC is creating a highly comprehensive support infrastructure to accelerate the design-in process for 
14-nanometer customers," said Steve Wang, vice president of UMC's IP and Design Support division. 
"Following our success with Synopsys on the previous 14-nanometer process qualification vehicle, this 
collaboration to bring Synopsys' high-quality DesignWare IP to our most advanced node will help our 
mutual customers realize additional power, performance and cost benefits." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Collaborates with NTU, NCKU, NTHU, and NCTU to Establish Joint Design Labs for IoT 
Applications 
23 June 2015 

Synopsys today announced its cooperation with National Taiwan University (NTU), National Cheng 
Kung University (NCKU), National Tsing Hua University (NTHU), and National Chiao Tung 
University (NCTU) to establish joint advanced design labs for Internet of Things (IoT) applications at 
the aforementioned schools. This is the first cooperation between a foreign semiconductor design 
software and IP company and top universities in Taiwan to focus on advancing IoT ecosystem business 
opportunities and research and development (R&D). The collaboration is expected to cultivate 
semiconductor design talent and advance relevant industry development. 
Dr. Aart de Geus, chairman and co-CEO of Synopsys, came from the U.S. to attend the opening 
ceremony for the joint advanced design labs today. Also present at the ceremony at the Grand Hyatt 
Taipei were Dr. Jyuo-Min Shyu, Minister of Science and Technology; Dr. Cheng-Wen Wu, senior vice 
president of NTHU; Prof. C.Y. Lee of the Department of Electronics Engineering, NCTU; Dr. Ming-Der 
Shieh, chairman of the Department of Electrical Engineering, NCKU; and Prof. Andy Wu of the 

http://www.synopsys.com/IP/SRAMandLibraries/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.synopsys.com/IP/SRAMandLibraries/TestandRepair/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.synopsys.com/IP/SRAMandLibraries/TestandRepair/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=dwc_standard_cell
http://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=dwc_standard_cell
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Graduate Institute of Electronics Engineering, NTU.    
"The Internet of Things includes a wide range of applications and is expected to transform the 
semiconductor industry ecosystem," said Dr. Jyuo-Min Shyu. "Synopsys is known for its industry-
leading semiconductor design software and IP solutions. The joint labs for IoT at the four top 
universities in Taiwan can benefit from the company's world-class design technology by exposing our 
future chip designers to the latest industry trends while they are still in school. The collaboration can 
help facilitate the development of Taiwan's semiconductor industry by producing well-trained 
engineering and computer science professionals." 
"Synopsys is a long-term strategic partner to the Taiwan semiconductor industry, and together we've 
grown over many years. Throughout those years, Synopsys has introduced many innovative 
technologies to our Taiwan partners to help them break through R&D bottlenecks, strengthen IC design 
practices and shorten time-to-market," said Dr. Aart de Geus. "The development of Internet of Things 
applications brings a whole new set of challenges to deal with merging technologies and low power 
needs. Synopsys technologies, including its power-efficient ARC processor IP, can help address these 
challenges. As a global leader in advancing solutions in electronic design automation, semiconductor IP, 
and software quality and security, we are committed to strengthening our cooperation in this important 
region and continuing to deliver advanced design technologies to our partners." 
IoT is a new driving force for the ongoing growth of the global semiconductor industry. IoT applications 
such as wearables and machine-to-machine components have unique design challenges associated with 
meeting increasing performance goals within the power budget of battery-operated devices. Synopsys' 
DesignWare® ARC® Processors – widely used in SoC designs with more than 1.7 billion units shipping 
annually – deliver superior power-performance efficiency that enables designers to develop highly 
differentiated IoT products in the shortest possible timeframe. Through this Taiwan university 
collaboration program, Synopsys will donate to each school ARC EM Starter Kits, which are low-cost 
hardware platforms for software development and debugging based on ARC EM processors. Synopsys 
is also donating MetaWare Development Toolkits, which include the software development tools needed 
to program the processors. Finally, Synopsys will provide relevant programming course and lab 
materials, as well as faculty training to create a rich computer engineering environment where students 
can learn the advanced design and programming skills they need to be successful in today's fast-paced 
electronics industry. 
"Our cooperation with four top universities in Taiwan to foster the development of engineering talent is 
unprecedented in its breadth. We will be working concurrently with the four schools in North and South 
Taiwan," said David Lin, country manager, Synopsys Taiwan. "The students and faculty of these 
academic partners will benefit from using our power-efficient DesignWare ARC processors, which have 
been licensed by more than 200 companies around the world and implemented in leading-edge SoCs 
targeted for the IoT. We are excited that our contributions of advanced processor IP technology and 
expertise can help these schools conduct market-relevant research and strengthen their R&D initiatives." 

Click here to return to Contents 

ThermoAnalytics’ Trifecta: New Version, Website and Brand 
24 June 2015 
ThermoAnalytics, Inc. has a trifecta of news to deliver:  
• Software Release; Version 12.0  
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• A refreshed website  
• A rebrand of their premier product; RadTherm® will now be TAITherm™ 
Version 12.0 – Bigger, Broader & Better  
ThermoAnalytics has consistently delivered a powerful CAE software suite, but version 12.0 provides 
users more simulation power, and results that focus on component temperature limits. The most exciting 
feature being released with the latest version is support for distributed memory parallel processing. By 
running on a parallel cluster of machines, the already-fast Partial-Direct or Multi-Grid solvers will yield 
a significantly faster thermal solution. 
Development within the software suite has also rapidly progressed with many new powerful post-
processing features. “The 12.0 release of our software suite of CAE tools represents our journey into a 
new era of modeling & simulation,” says Keith Johnson, CEO of ThermoAnalytics. “In the past 
we focused predominantly on speed and accuracy, which we still value highly, as evidenced in this 
version’s new solver features. What is transformational is the ability to intelligently visualize 
your analysis results so that you can obtain the best engineering outcomes and cost benefit over your 
design space.”  
The goal is to give CAE teams increased flexibility and offer more options to process results. For 
example, in the design phase, catching parts that are at risk of thermal failure can prevent serious 
headaches down the road. With the “Thermal Pass/ Fail Reporting” feature, parts with minimum or 
maximum design temperatures are easily analyzed. This allows users to swiftly compare extreme part 
temperatures to their designated minimum or maximum design criteria. 
New, Intuitive Website  
A new website with more concise content and an updated look has been launched at 
www.thermoanalytics.com. The new site provides users with product information and related content, 
such as discussions of simulation best practices, viewable on any device.  
“TAITherm™” – The New “RadTherm®”  
Formerly under the name “RadTherm®”, ThermoAnalytics’ original code was developed as a radiation 
visualization package for analysis of radiation-dominant heat transfer issues. However, nearly two 
decades of development has led our software to become one of the most widely-used multimode heat 
transfer analysis tools available and a program that has officially outgrown the name “RadTherm®.” 
With version 12.0, RadTherm® and RadTherm IR development will move forward under the new brand 
TAITherm™ and TAIThermIR. ThermoAnalytics will continue using the MuSES® brand because its 
moniker remains aligned with its defense mission: Multi-Service Electro-optic Signature code 
(MuSES™). 
 Click here to return to Contents 

Event News  
3D Systems Showcases Powerful Digital Thread for Manufacturing, Healthcare and More at Japan's 
DMS Expo 
23 June 2015 

3D Systems announced today that it will feature its versatile personal and professional 3D printers as 
well as its extensive digital design tools at the Design Engineering & Manufacturing Expo (DMS) in 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=3&a=3D%20Systems&u=http%3A%2F%2F3dsystems.com%2F
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Tokyo, Japan, June 24 – 26, 2015. Located in the Tokyo Big Site Convention Center, booth E 2-36, 3DS 
will showcase its workflow-enhancing 3D digital thread, which allows clients in industries such as 
manufacturing, healthcare and architecture to move seamlessly between scanning, designing and 3D 
printing to compress design windows and shorten supply chains. 
Together with its partners and resellers, 3D Systems will display the ProX™ 200 Direct Metal Printer 
(DMP), which creates fully functional, end-use metal parts. In addition, visitors to the booth can see 
vibrant full-color printing on theProJet® x60 series and ProJet® 4500 as well as multi-material composite 
printing on the ProJet® 5500X. Desktop printing and prototyping will also be on exhibit with 
the ProJet® 1200 micro-SLA 3D printer and the user-friendly Cube®and CubePro®. 
For the design and scanning component of the digital thread, attendees can get a first-hand look at 
reverse-engineering software Geomagic Design™ X, digital sculpting 
platforms Geomagic® Sculpt™ and Geomagic® Freeform®, and CAD/CAM solutions 
from CimatronE® and GibbsCAM®. Integrated Geomagic Capture® scanning and software systems will also 
be on display for demonstrations. 
"With our ever-growing suite of 3D digital design and fabrication tools, 3D Systems gives customers the 
power to fluidly design from physical objects, 3D print prototypes, perform automated quality 
inspections and manufacture functional parts all in one ecosystem," said Cathy Lewis, Chief Marketing 
Officer, 3DS. "DMS is a perfect forum for emphasizing the power, customization, versatility, and time 
and cost benefits of our digital thread." 
During the Expo, experts from the company will showcase success stories made possible by 3DS 
products, including a real-life user case study on how to utilize 3D printing for injection molding as well 
as the latest applications in Direct Metal Printing. In addition, 3DS customers will demonstrate a range 
of use cases for 3D printing in the fields of medicine, architecture and education. 
Visitors at DMS can visit 3DS at booth East 2-36 at the Tokyo Big Sight Convention Center, Tokyo, 
Japan, June 24 – 26, 2015. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk to Present at the Nasdaq Investor Program 
23 June 2015 

Autodesk, Inc. today announced that Amar Hanspal, Senior Vice President, IPG Product Group, will 
present at the Nasdaq Investor Program in London, Tuesday, June 30 at 2:45 p.m. British Summer Time. 
A live webcast, replay and podcast of the presentations will be available through Autodesk's Investor 
Relations Website atwww.autodesk.com/investors. Please go to the Website at least 15 minutes early to 
register, download and install any necessary software. For more information, please call Autodesk 
Investor Relations at 415-507-6705. 

Click here to return to Contents 

C3D Kernel Stars During Startup Village 2015 
24 June 2015 

How do technical customers in South Korea learn about new engineering software available in other 
countries? One way is through the Startup Village Conference (see https://startupvillage.ru/en), now in its 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=ProX%E2%84%A2%20200&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2F3d-printers%2Fproduction%2Fprox-200
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=ProJet%C2%AE%20x60&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2F3d-printers%2Fprofessional%2Fprojet-660pro
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=ProJet%C2%AE%204500&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2Fprojet4500
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=ProJet%C2%AE%205500X&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2Fprojet5500x
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=ProJet%C2%AE%201200&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2Fprojet1200
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=Cube%C2%AE&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcubify.com%2Fcube
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=4&a=CubePro%C2%AE&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcubify.com%2Fcubepro
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=Geomagic%20Design%E2%84%A2%20X&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.geomagic.com%2Fen%2Fproducts-landing-pages%2Fdesignx
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=Geomagic%C2%AE%20Sculpt%E2%84%A2&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.geomagic.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fsculpt%2Foverview
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=Geomagic%C2%AE%20Freeform%C2%AE&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.geomagic.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Ffreeform%2Foverview%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=CimatronE%C2%AE&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cimatron.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=GibbsCAM%C2%AE.&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.gibbscam.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10139346&l=5&a=Geomagic%20Capture%C2%AE&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.geomagic.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fcapture%2Foverview
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-autodesk&esheet=51128517&newsitemid=20150623005145&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk&index=1&md5=1c3caac6bfc13863ffb31f2916832924
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Finvestors&esheet=51128517&newsitemid=20150623005145&lan=en-US&anchor=www.autodesk.com%2Finvestors&index=2&md5=7519e846c38ed893a96b69781954c3f3
https://startupvillage.ru/enn
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third year at Moscow’s Skolkovo Innovation Center. The annual conference matches investors with 
innovators in an open-air festival held over two sunny days in early June. 
A delegation of 30 South Korean companies, R&D institutions, and technology centers arrived, 
interested primarily to learn about the capabilities of Russian technological start-ups. The delegation was 
accompanied by Park Ro-byug, the South Korean ambassador to Russia.  
C3D Labs was invited to attend the annual startup conference as one example of the collaboration that’s 
possible to achieve between firms from Russia and South Korea. The Russian software company is a 
resident of Skolkovo’s IT Cluster, and last year licensed its C3D geometric kernel to South Korea’s 
Solar Tech (see http://c3dlabs.com/en/news/items/?news=1876), a developer of CAM systems. As a result, 
South Korea today is a major international target for C3D Labs.  
 “Finding the very first customer in South Korea is a challenge,” said Oleg Zykov, CEO of C3D Labs. 
“But once you've made it, the next customers will soon learn about you.” During a special session at the 
conference, Mr Zykov delivered a speech based on his experiences, entitled “Entering Global Markets: 
Opportunities in South Korea.” 
South Korea possesses a strong and diversified industry, with many IT companies and universities. Solar 
Tech accessed the C3D kernel from C3D Labs for testing in 2013, and then last year licensed it. The 
Korean engineers performed a comprehensive investigation of the geometric kernel’s technical 
capabilities, considered the licensing options available, and only then decided to purchase it. As a result, 
the contract between C3D Labs and Solar Tech attracted much attention from other engineering 
developers and universities in South Korea.  
“Presently, our customers are small and medium-sized businesses, but we are working on establishing a 
successful collaboration with major enterprises as well," said Mr Zykov. “The Korean market is proving 
to provide a great opportunity for our C3D geometric modeling kernel.” 
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Delcam announces 2015 ArtCAM User Group in Nashville 
25 June 2015 

Delcam is pleased to announce that the 2015 ArtCAM User Group will be held at Inn at Opryland in 
Nashville from October 1st to October 3rd.  The format has changed this year to include foundation 
training prior to ArtCAM user group workshops, Table Top Exhibits, Technical Round Robins and a 
Development Round Table.  
Kicking off the event will be a Network Social and all attendees are invited.  At the event guest are able 
to pick up registration credentials while they mingle with industry professionals and other attendees. 
Attendees are encouraged to book hotel accommodations early with the Inn at Opryland to receive the 
special rate of $137.00 which is only offered until August 28th.  To make reservations, guests are asked 
to call the Marriott reservations line at 615 – 889 – 0800 or 855 – 584 – 3466  
As at previous ArtCAM user group meetings, the team plan to offer as much information as possible 
through the vast experience and expertise of Delcam’s ArtCAM development team and support 
engineers.  
Commenting on the event, Mary Shaw, Marketing Manager for Delcam North America, said, “We are 
very excited about this year’s ArtCAM User Group Conference.  This year the format has changed so 

http://c3dlabs.com/en/news/items/?news=1876
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that we can bring together more industry leaders as well as people from the ArtCAM team.  The new 
format will give attendees a chance to learn more about ArtCAM but also more about trends that will 
affect their business from industry professionals.” 
All attendees to the User Group will receive a booklet with presentation material and a DVD of all 
material with videos and step by step instructions.  This material is excellent to use as hands- on tutorials 
to work through as a refresher or for new employees to learn more.  To ensure that a DVD is ready for 
attendees at the conference, Delcam is asking delegates to register before August 28th.  
As well as learning about ArtCAM, probably the best reason to attend a User Group is to meet other 
users and learn from them.  Like the online forum, the User Group is an opportunity to catch up with 
friends, find out about other equipment and materials, and be amazed and inspired by the different uses 
and applications for ArtCAM customers. Delegates will learn a lot about what it is possible for them to 
achieve and be motivated when they return to their businesses to make ArtCAM an even more 
productive part of it.  

Click here to return to Contents 

EPLAN Presents Innovative Fluid System and Harness Design Software 
23 June 2015 

At this year’s SPE Offshore Europe exhibition, computer aided engineering (CAE) software expert 
EPLAN will be showcasing its latest fluid system and harness design products. Also on show will be 
other software packages from the company’s popular range, which cover virtually every aspect of 
industrial system design. 
EPLAN Fluid is an efficient and intuitive engineering tool for the design and automatic documentation 
of fluid power systems in applications that include hydraulics, pneumatics, cooling and lubrication. A 
key benefit of the EPLAN CAE platform is that it connects fluid power engineering with all other 
engineering disciplines so that design tasks can be executed in parallel. This approach makes the entire 
engineering process more efficient and less time-consuming, as well as reducing the risk of errors. 
EPLAN Harness proD, which is also spotlighted on the EPLAN stand, is a powerful 3D/2D software 
tool for the efficient design and documentation of cable harnesses. It offers easy definition of cable and 
wiring harness routes with an intuitive ‘point and click’ method within a 3D space.  
Harness proD automates many of the steps involved in the harness design process, including importing 
3D models to provide the environment for harness layout, combining the models with wiring lists from 
the EPLAN platform, and cable routing. The software also handles generation of engineering 
documentation and 2D nailboard drawings and it incorporates design checks to ensure, for example, that 
the minimum bending radius is observed for all cables. 
Throughout the exhibition, EPLAN experts will be on hand and will be pleased not only to discuss the 
benefits of the company’s CAE products, but also to provide advice and guidance to exhibition visitors 
on the best and most economical ways of addressing their own specific engineering design requirements. 
 
Please visit EPLAN at: 
Stand 4B71, SPE Offshore Europe 2015 
8th – 11th September, Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre 

Click here to return to Contents 
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ESI attends the 10th Teratec Forum for the Development of High Performance Computing  
23 June 2015 

ESI Group, will attend the 10th Teratec Forum at the Ecole Polytechnique in Palaiseau, June 23 & 24. A 
founding member of the organization, ESI has supported Teratec for the past decade. Today, Teratec 
plays a leading role in accelerating the developments of High Performance Computing in Europe. For 
this reason, ESI has chosen the Teratec Campus, near Paris, to host its new European HPC center which 
is due to open this summer. 
In a highly competitive global context, European countries are engaging in digital strategies as a means 
to increase their industrial competitiveness. Ten years ago, leading French industrial companies, R&D 
centers and local authorities joined forces to create the non-profit association Teratec, aimed at 
supporting innovation through High-Performance Computing. 

Teratec's role includes the creation and the promotion of French and European R&D projects led in 
conjunction with industrial players, technology providers, research centers and competitiveness clusters. 
Teratec also supports small and medium businesses in adopting HPC solutions, organizes training, and 
sets-up international partnerships. To promote the use of HPC, Teratec organizes seminars and the 
annual Teratec Forum: a two-day conference and tradeshow gathering HPC experts from all Europe. 
This coming June 23 & 24, ESI will attend the 10th Teratec Forum at the Ecole Polytechnique in 
Palaiseau, France. 

2012 marked the opening of the Teratec Campus, a 13 000 m2 site hosting key HPC players such as 
BULL, CEA, Intel, Silkan, Avantis Technologies, CMI Defence and ESI Group. The Campus is also 
home to the CEA's "Très Grand Centre de Calcul" or TGCC - Europe's largest HPC center. The TGCC 
now features France's first Petascale machine, Curie, with a total computing capacity in excess of 2 
petaflops, and the next generation Computing Center for Research and Technology (CCRT). The Curie 
has been instrumental in running large calculations for state-of-the-art simulation projects such as the 
PRACE project "FMOC - Fast Multiphysics Optimization of a Car" led by Renault, ESI Group, Ecole 
Centrale de Lyon and the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne. The FMOC used 
models with more than 20 million finite elements to simulate a car crash and to accurately predict the 
vehicle's performance with the objective of improving passenger safety. 

This summer, ESI will open its own European HPC center on the Teratec Campus. Vincent Chaillou, 
COO of ESI Group, comments, "ESI strives to push the boundaries of simulation in support of industrial 
innovation. To this aim, ESI's new European HPC Center will offer a robust and secure platform 
enabling ESI to meet the needs of its European customer base. The vicinity of the TGCC and leading 
solution providers offers an ideal setting to foster innovative industrial and R&D projects." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber Technology and Speakers from Aeropostale and Randa Accessories to Present at PI Apparel 
23 June 2015 

Gerber Technology is excited to announce that guest speakers Meg Munits, director of application 
development at Aeropostale, and Robyn Howard, senior PLM manager at Randa Accessories, will speak 
about the benefits of PLM for businesses at this year's PI Apparel 2015 Conference in New York on 
June 23 and 24. The annual conference attracts many of the world's leading fashion, apparel and 
footwear brands and executives. Over the two-day event, industry experts will discuss how modern 
technology can help address opportunities and challenges surrounding product lifecycles. 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=YF9QTPwsCoUtvW1z93u8VoFoHPYAjCBNviRGMsAa2TJXkMx7Q-Giv9jHqbLt9gnwynOSa-B8AnOV556qt5D9ng%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIRI2OSlbqQeRpEgcLTQ_VvdEbSzlf7cw8MN5d7OTPDyyjxwAaNqgwtJ8_fiEaszZVDqQ3EOQtbjAQXdiLBlLe3o%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIbbQUYZbK_IQzvRdBGTqdWrAgXzJiqpU-cmKRCy_-Ag-vQbqpXoaKBxvcexXXG_2Ew%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIclEYCD2SnkqmT6iqRINWaI__oGNrRvyokJWaT0Cq1Puna1U2POhS71uSqE6Sl8-DyjV-BzCiLmDifK887Vqpjs%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIblHRaW-Ky18avyfUzO59BYIylb_83iKcOFYqC2dUQ2U3ZJwl8C-yTY41b03YKJ9xQ%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIXMs22eGuFeEGneAdlG_kXddht5gBIOd7tiimj0vjt-1YgW11asK4-r7K-Q_no3ZNg%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=60Q5qJgnOkfi99HANUhLrkMiqBN4fy8WKAopYa2BMffqDxHTltKEI2LMSgec-Xpk04JuKYR1H0jVTOeWqocoMgXC6XHGKSMVEnNm_f_HQhw%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuISSfDoObTHCci5f5Pc190QoDucqikGWJT1Rd0XWI_f4ibBqLsPof4s0Mp2cNuy3hwdSc1815bQcEgERs2Q2wRRM%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=I4ztMnnl0lS8pNjJGxnuIdxYGmQozKYGv1FniS-qF8XF8IqnIIiobTl9zJ6mXZnHjFmZHu1cjlHUzwGmtoYNtLjgY2VG9qnQ2QvyZ3k7CxA%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=t5tSBPWvFZzfQdUGY_-3sE40ln2Uq0Rb2Mbwd3zk4q1-ey-Wa2_i7n9g4U-hVqp4PRd9EAuQIaxmhgmg09NKp7piVqkoSA2B6QyBlGDq1ifIdkjwWBLDKitL8L4qt3n0
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=i5l-AAFh5QhnCQ1si6uLBpZ8sTH_PtjtCI1rtjKAAclof4N8qjDYvKcTC960L86tnuY-hzRyz1A31wRs2WNBkOznuRV9hlqxrjr98aH1xGw%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=-MpPsiWBqFtHZjCj4IwlXbq2dUAtJoQACUrtbaJcv3CLAZMjmsQRAvgfCvwLEcoT5P3UBYmNoF2jgI6anjGGOH927jJeKyNehAP45Kdlay-6tV9FOldy84la6ZzTvv37
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=gv7PS-gNgf7MHKLBivvztwLPZ9AzBcctPQYb6UF6CtkYZWDVtlZNBlhu7r5qtEXUh1m9cR_oPHL_DVrP2DFoU0Ubo_ZZI_RpMe5_zoHcSisj1G0RAnwbk5fNIP5juecPlFOvp937xa2c4VidT-KGBaVwfr-BfSNwlDA8XP56kk_LwYMSWr0T_Q5gkU7cv990wJpBMGB8kypU6KWuXBO1o6gAZDp1ckw3aYSX0f0Zh4U%3D
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Meg Munits is a guest speaker for the session entitled, "How Can PLM Help Facilitate Fast Fashion?" 
on June 23 at 11:15 a.m. in Room 1 at the Union League Club. Munits will speak about how 
Aeropostale is leveraging YuniquePLM to shorten cycle times by centralizing and sharing data. 
Implementation of the software with the company's cross-functional product development teams enabled 
Aeropostale to bring its collections, namely the Bethany Mota line, from concept to delivery in a matter 
of months. 
On June 24, Robyn Howard from Randa Accessories will speak in the session, "How can PLM Facilitate 
a Truly Global Brand?" In the session, delegates will learn how global companies are able to navigate 
uncertainty, innovate and adapt to changing realities as well as new market opportunities. Randa 
Accessories, the leader in lifestyle accessories, has taken a comprehensive and enthusiastic approach to 
align the people, processes and technologies across its departments in 11 countries. 
YuniquePLM is web-based product lifecycle management software that helps the fashion and apparel 
industries communicate effectively, accelerate workflows and eliminate errors. Its latest enhancements 
include a new development calendar and line planning function, as well as 3D file support and mass 
sample request development. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

In Dhaka, Lectra and H&M Discuss Challenges of Supply Chain Collaboration 
25 June 2015 
Lectra recently held a seminar for Bangladesh suppliers of fashion retail chain H&M in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh. 
Organized in partnership with H&M and Lectra agent Aamra Resources, the two-day event addressed 
today's trends and market challenges, putting special emphasis on the importance of working 
collaboratively across the supply chain. Lectra experts demonstrated how synchronizing technology and 
process between brands and manufacturers can ensure a long-term, sustainable working relationship that 
is more efficient and profitable for both. 
More than 100 people from 51 different companies attended the seminar, which was held at the fashion 
retailer's Dhaka headquarters. Members of the H&M production team were also on hand to lend their 
support. The goal was to provide local industry players with insight into the challenges and priorities of 
a global retailer like H&M, whose production outsourcing to Bangladesh has steadily increased in recent 
years. This put attendees in a better position to make strategic business decisions that strengthen their 
position as a preferred supplier for the fashion retail chain over the long term. 
H&M's decision to upgrade to the latest version of Lectra's product development solution Modaris® 
across its worldwide install base was the main catalyst for the event. Lectra experts walked seminar 
participants through different scenarios that demonstrated the advantages of supporting product-
development processes with technology that is aligned between retailers and suppliers. 
"When retailers and suppliers use different technology, or even different versions of the same 
technology, the potential for information loss increases every time data is transferred from one party to 
another," explains Judy Gnaedig, strategic account manager, Lectra. "Working on the same technology 
not only improves productivity by eliminating redundant tasks, it also ensures that data remains intact 
and accurate throughout the product development process. This protects product quality and fit, which is 
a tremendous competitive advantage. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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VERICUT Helps Grade Turning and Milling SkillsUSA/NIMS Contest Submissions  
23 June 2015 

CGTech is on hand at the National Leadership and Skills Conference (NLSC), June 22-26, 2015, to help 
grade multiple SkillsUSA/NIMS events related to Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machining. More 
than 16,000 people — including students, teachers and business partners — are participating in the 
weeklong event.  
 The purpose of the CNC Mill, CNC Lathe and CNC Technician contests is to evaluate each contestant’s 
preparation for employment in CNC programming. In addition, it recognizes outstanding students for 
excellence and professionalism. The contest will assess the ability to write CNC programs, interpret 
prints, and measure/gage parts. Participants will also demonstrate theoretical knowledge of CNC 
machine configuration, setup and operations.  
 CGTech technical support engineers will use VERICUT software to evaluate the accuracy of the NC 
programs created, while also ensuring the programs will run without violating safety standards or 
damaging machines. After each student’s NC program has been simulated, the virtual workpiece will be 
compared to the design model.  
 VERICUT machine simulation detects collisions and near-misses between all machine tool components 
such as axis slides, heads, turrets, rotary tables, spindles, tool changers, fixtures, workpieces, cutting 
tools, and other user-defined objects. Machine movements can also be simulated while stepping or 
playing backwards in Review Mode. 

 Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
American Software Reports Preliminary Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2015 Results 
25 June 2015 

American Software, Inc. today reported preliminary financial results for the fourth quarter and fiscal 
2015. The Company increased Cloud Service Annual Contract Value (ACV) by approximately 226% 
and increased total revenues by six percent driving a 26% increase in EBITDA for the fourth quarter. 

Key fourth quarter financial metrics: 

• Total revenues for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 were $27.6 million, an 
increase of 6% over the comparable period last year. 

• Software license fee revenues for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 were $5.0 
million, a decrease of 10% compared to the same period last year. 

• Services and other revenues for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 increased 13% 
to $12.8 million compared to $11.3 million for the same period last year. 

• Maintenance revenues for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 were $9.8 million 
compared to $9.0 million, an increase of 9% over the same period last year. 
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• Operating earnings for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 were $3.4 million, an 
increase of 7% compared to the same period last year. 

• GAAP net earnings for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 were $2.6 million or 
$0.09 per fully diluted share compared to $2.6 million or $0.09 per fully diluted 
share in the same period last year. 

• Adjusted net earnings for the quarter ended April 30, 2015, which excludes stock-
based compensation expense and amortization of acquisition-related intangibles, 
were $2.9 million or 

• $0.10 per fully diluted share compared to $2.9 million or $0.10 per fully diluted 
share for the same period last year, which excluded stock-based compensation 
expense and amortization of acquisition-related intangibles. 

• EBITDA increased 26% to $4.9 million for the quarter ended April 30, 2015 
compared to $3.9 million for the quarter ended April 30, 2014. 

• Adjusted EBITDA increased 22% to $5.3 million for the quarter ended April 30, 
2015 compared to $4.3 million for the quarter ended April 30, 2014. Adjusted 
EBITDA represents GAAP net earnings adjusted for amortization of intangibles, 
depreciation, interest income & other, net, income tax expense, stock-based 
compensation, and other significant non-routine operating and non-operating 
income and expense items, if applicable. 

• Cloud Services Annual Contract Value (ACV) increased approximately 226% to 
$2.8 million compared to $0.9 million in the same period of the prior year. The 
ACV is comprised of software- as-a-service (SaaS) ACV of $1.5 million 
compared to approximately $210,000 during the same period last year and other 
cloud services ACV of $1.3 million compared to $652,000 during the same period 
last year. Additionally, the Company had an 118% increase to $2.4 million in 
deferred ratable license fee revenue compared to $1.1 million for the same period 
last year. 

Key fiscal 2015 year to date financial highlights: 

• Total revenues for the twelve months ended April 30, 2015 were $102.9 million, a 
2% increase over the comparable period last year. 

• Software license fees for the twelve-month period were $16.7 million, a 16% 
decrease compared to the same period last year. 

• Services and other revenues increased 6% to $47.2 million compared to $44.4 
million the same period last year. 

• Maintenance revenues were $38.9 million, a 7% increase over the comparable 
period last year. 

• For the twelve months ended April 30, 2015, the Company reported operating 
earnings of approximately $9.3 million, a 36% decrease over the same period last 
year. 

• GAAP net earnings were approximately $8.1 million or $0.28 per fully diluted 
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share for the twelve months ended April 30, 2015, a 24% decrease compared to 
$10.3 million or $0.37 per fully diluted share for the same period last year. 

• Adjusted net earnings for the twelve months ended April 30, 2015, which 
excludes stock-based compensation expense, amortization of acquisition-related 
intangibles and discrete tax adjustments, were $8.2 million or $0.29 per fully 
diluted share, compared to $11.6 million or 

• $0.41 per fully diluted share for the same period last year, which also excluded 
stock-based compensation expenses and acquisition-related amortization of 
intangibles. 

• EBITDA was $15.2 million for the twelve months ended April 30, 2015 
compared to $17.1 million for the twelve months ended April 30, 2014. 

• Adjusted EBITDA was $16.7 million for the twelve months ended April 30, 2015 
compared to 

• $18.6 million for the twelve months ended April 30, 2014. Adjusted EBITDA 
represents GAAP net earnings adjusted for amortization of intangibles, 
depreciation, interest income & other, net income tax expense, stock-based 
compensation, and other significant non-routine operating and non-operating 
income and expense items, if applicable. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys to Present at 32nd Nasdaq Investor Program 
25 June 2015 

Synopsys, Inc today announced that Brian Beattie, EVP business operations and chief administrative 
officer, and Trac Pham, chief financial officer, will speak at the Nasdaq 32nd Investor Program 
in London on June 30, 2015. 
This event will be broadcast live over the Internet via the Synopsys corporate website 
athttp://www.synopsys.com/Company/InvestorRelations on Tuesday, June 30, 2015 at 8:30 a.m. BST (3:30 
a.m. ET, 12:30 a.m. PT).  To register for the live webcast, please go to the website at least ten minutes 
prior to the start of the presentation.  The webcast replay of the presentation can also be accessed at the 
Synopsys corporate website approximately 24 hours following the conclusion of the live event. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Able Tech Chooses ZW3D to Boost Mold Design 
24 June 2015 
ZW3D today announced that it has been selected by Able Tech industries Ltd.(Able Tech) for improving 
the efficiency of precision mold making. 
 Able Tech, a Hong Kong invested enterprise, specializes in mold making, plastic part injection and 
secondary processing. 85% of their clients are from Japan and Japanese enterprises in China, like 
Panasonic, DAKIN, Canon and Sony etc. 

http://www.synopsys.com/Company/InvestorRelations
http://zwsoft.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9e4ca9137dcca54dd7bf1b9a9&id=d0b3ccc247&e=58c8ce0fee
http://zwsoft.us7.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=9e4ca9137dcca54dd7bf1b9a9&id=c56ceb2e83&e=58c8ce0fee
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 Able Tech focuses on precision mold making and invests heavily on their overall production lines. To 
maximize flexible capital operation and enlarge their market share, they needed a fully functional 3D 
CAD platform for designing high-tech craft of molds at affordable prices. 
 Having advantages in price and function, ZW3D was finally chosen by Able Tech to be fully applied in 
the enterprise, tremendously alleviating the pressure of finance and strengthening the flexibility of 
procurement. 
 “ZW3D has many unexpected functional advantages such as unique hybrid modeling which can 
flexibly realize the interchange between solid and surface. The proper price greatly eases our company's 
internal financial pressure. The price of foreign software is five times that of ZW3D. Moreover, local 
services can quickly respond to our requirements, and give sufficient technology supports as well as 
training services,” said Mr. Huang, IT Manager at Able Tech. 
 Plus, with the powerful data interface and repair capacity, ZW3D is able to collaborate with the former 
2D design software. Besides, the direct edit function makes modification more flexible and convenient, 
shortening the products’ design cycle immensely. 
 Huang added,“In the future, we would very much like to be in close contact and progress together with 
ZW3D.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bertrandt SAS adopts Lectra's 3D design solution for car seat development and prototyping  
24 June 2015 

Lectra is pleased to announce that Bertrandt SAS has chosen Lectra's DesignConcept solution to 
optimize its design, development and prototyping processes for car seat covers designed for French 
automobile manufacturers. 
Bertrandt SAS is the French subsidiary of the German group, Bertrandt AG, an international engineering 
company dedicated to the automobile, aeronautics and mobility industries. Founded in 1974 in the 
German town of Möglingen, Bertrandt AG currently has 11,500 employees in eight countries. The 
Group counts major automotive constructors and suppliers among its customers. 
Bertrandt SAS is investing in the DesignConcept solution as part of its business expansion; it is looking 
to accelerate its seating development process in order to optimize responses to requests for quotation and 
improve communication with car makers and suppliers. The company had previously developed its 
templates manually. When interpreting OEMs' 3D specifications, its teams were unable to use soft 
materials when working with digitized foam shapes. This led to significant modifications when the foam 
was compressed by the seat cover, whether it was in fabric, leather, an industrial textile or a composite 
material. The result was a lengthy process and high material consumption which negatively impacted 
production costs. 
Following an initial analysis of Bertrandt SAS' processes and challenges by its consultants, Lectra 
proposed DesignConcept, its 3D virtual design and development solution. "After the demonstration, I 
consider Lectra's 3D prototyping solution very useful. The different modules proposed will enable us to 
optimize current and future developments. This is an opportunity for Bertrandt SAS to expand our 
business and develop new markets," says David Boismaigre, Manager, Interiors Department, Bertrandt 
SAS. 
Using DesignConcept 3D Auto brings Bertrandt SAS significant cost reductions when developing and 
prototyping automotive seating. The solution allows Bertrandt SAS to design a seat cover, identify the 
stress and constraints on each piece, and adjust the choice of fabric and seam locations, all onscreen. 
This allows the company to optimize development times while taking into account the variety of textiles 
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used by each car maker. The templates can then be corrected virtually while still respecting style 
specifications. 
Bertrandt SAS also uses DesignConcept to determine materials and assembly costs more precisely to 
respond more accurately to bids for tender. The solution also gives the company the ability to generate 
all of the technical documentation (bills of materials, material consumption, sewing and assembly 
instructions, etc.). 
"In creating and developing prototypes for the automotive seating industry, it is essential to be able to 
respond quickly and accurately" says Céline Choussy Bedouet, Chief Marketing Officer, Lectra. "Lectra 
is proud to support Bertrandt SAS in this strategic project initiative which will allow the company to 
improve communication with customers, eliminate errors, accelerate response times and reduce 
production costs."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Breton Successfully Transforms Business with Aras Enterprise PLM 
25 June 2015 
Aras today announced that Breton S.p.A., a leading global supplier of high-performance industrial 
machinery and manufacturing facilities, has extended its implementation of the Aras solution suite for 
enterprise PLM to realize the establishment of its agile product design environment. The Aras PLM 
implementation includes integrations to SAP ERP as well as Siemens Solid Edge and ThinkDesign 
CAD. Breton is using Aras for document management, technical BOM management, product knowledge 
management and configuration management. 
Leveraging the Aras platform, Breton has streamlined its quoting processes and gained fast prototyping 
with instant workflow modeling. This has led to a significantly higher win percentage during 
competitive bids and a 60 percent increase in design capacity. This is the result of having all product-
related data in a single, easy-to-access, web-based system. In fact, the Aras system currently manages 7 
terabytes of Breton data, including 150,000 parts, 250,000 CAD documents and 450,000 BOM 
relationships. With part release time significantly decreased, the Breton product design team and 
external design partners have increased the monthly design release volume from 1,000 to 1,600 new 
designs. 
“Breton has a long history of providing high-performance custom machinery and manufacturing plants,” 
said Peter Schroer, CEO of Aras. “The Aras Innovator suite is enabling more manufacturers to benefit 
from Breton’s robust product designs while improving the company’s overall business outcomes.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fashion Powerhouse Dutch LLC to Roll Out NGC’s Extended PLM Solution Across Its JOIE, 
Equipment and Current/Elliott Brands 
22 June 2015 

NGC Software today announced that Dutch LLC, a global, multi-brand designer of premium 
contemporary apparel, is implementing NGC’s Extended PLM software, which combines fashion 
PLM and Supply Chain Management (SCM) into a single seamless solution. Dutch LLC is the parent 
company for sought-after contemporary fashion brands JOIE, Equipment and Current/Elliott. 
Headquartered in Los Angeles, California with offices in New York, Dutch, LLC boasts an impressive 
portfolio defined by its covetable designs, unique origins, and utmost commitment to quality and 
craftsmanship. Under the leadership of CEO Jack Schwefel, coupled with creative direction from CCO 

http://www.ngcsoftware.com/products-plm.php
http://www.ngcsoftware.com/products-plm.php
http://www.ngcsoftware.com/products-scm.php
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Serge Azria, Dutch, LLC maintains a clear-cut competitive advantage and creative know-how that has 
truly paved its way as an unstoppable influence within the contemporary market of the fashion industry. 
The company’s flagship brand, JOIE, has been one of the most sought-after contemporary brands. Sold 
in leading department and specialty stores worldwide, JOIE boasts boutiques in New York, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles as well as an e-commerce website. The Current/Elliott brand focuses on 
premium vintage Americana denim, while Equipment specializes in shirts in luxe fabrics and a range of 
prints, fabrics and shapes, as well as sleepwear and knitwear; both brands are available online and in 
specialty and department stores worldwide. 
NGC’s Extended PLM will help Dutch LLC orchestrate all information, processes, systems, 
departments and geographies within its global fashion operations. NGC’s solution will provide all of 
Dutch LLC’s brands with an end-to-end solution, from initial product development and line planning to 
global sourcing, production management and inbound visibility. Features such as workflow calendars, 
global collaboration and exception dashboards will help further streamline productivity. 
“Dutch LLC has an exceptional collection of contemporary, popular fashion brands, and NGC is excited 
to work with them,” said Mark Burstein, president of sales, marketing and product development, NGC. 
“Our Extended PLM can be a strategic platform to help Dutch LLC continue its rapid growth and 
expansion.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys completes smart OFS solution project at FTSI 
22 June 2015 

Infosys today said it has completed the implementation of Smart Oilfield Services (OFS) Solution for 
SAP ERP at FTS International (FTSI), the largest private well completion company in North America.  
Within 14 months, Infosys helped FTSI implement 15 SAP modules across 20 locations for over 1,400 
users, enabling the company to improve its operating metrics and to leverage an upgraded IT platform 
for future growth, the company said.  
FTSI has grown rapidly since its inception. Its IT infrastructure, based on a series of legacy systems, 
required an overhaul to manage that growth and avoid keeping the company's operations in silos, 
Infosys said in a release here.  
"We have already realized the value of this transformation, including access to useful data that helps us 
in real-time decision making, tighter control on processes and procedures and improved visibility in the 
supply chain," FTSI Chief Information Officer and Chief HR Officer Sharon S. Stufflebeme said.  
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Leading Suppliers of Automotive ICs Deploy Synopsys Test Solution 
25 June 2015 

Synopsys, Inc today announced that automotive IC suppliers worldwide are standardizing on its 
manufacturing test solution to achieve their goals for lower defective parts per million (DPPM), reduced 
test costs associated with digital and mixed-signal designs, and in-system self-test to ensure functional 
safety. Semiconductor companies, including Dialog Semiconductor, Intersil Corporation, MegaChips 
Corporation, Micronas and others, have successfully deployed Synopsys synthesis-based test on their 
automotive ICs and shipped millions of devices. Adoption continues to grow rapidly as recent 
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innovations in Synopsys' DFTMAX™ and TetraMAX® ATPG, such as pin-limited test compression, 
advanced fault models and logic built-in self-test, enable automotive IC suppliers to consistently achieve 
their quality, cost and safety goals on schedule. 
Designers of automotive ICs face three key challenging manufacturing test requirements. First, the tests 
must execute quickly to be cost-effective, even when few test pins are available. To minimize test time 
and cost for pin-limited and mixed-signal designs, DFTMAX Ultra synthesizes test compression 
circuitry, utilizing as few as one pair of test pins. Second, ICs for automotive systems must be tested for 
the highest quality, often requiring less than one DPPM. To achieve this goal, TetraMAX generates test 
programs that target a wide range of silicon defects using state-of-the-art fault models that incorporate 
the designs' timing and physical characteristics provided by links across the Synopsys Galaxy™ Design 
Platform. Finally, safety-critical designs must be able to routinely perform in-system self-test in 
compliance with the ISO 26262 automotive functional safety standard. To address this requirement, the 
Synopsys BIST solution synthesizes on-chip circuitry that enables quick in-system testing. 
"Synopsys is responding to the needs of a growing number of IC suppliers to ensure their designs are 
compliant with automotive requirements, including the ISO 26262 standard," said Bijan Kiani, vice 
president of marketing for Synopsys' Design Group. "Our synthesis-based test solution enables designers 
to meet these requirements and utilizes value links across the Galaxy Design Platform to maximize 
designer productivity." 

The Synopsys synthesis-based test solution is comprised of DFTMAX Ultra, DFTMAX and 
TetraMAX for power-aware logic test and physical diagnostics; the DesignWare® STAR Hierarchical 
System for hierarchical test of IP and cores on an SoC; the DesignWare STAR Memory System® for 
embedded test, repair and diagnostics; the Yield Explorer® tool for design-centric yield analysis; and 
the Camelot™ software system for CAD navigation. Synopsys' test solution combines Design 
Compiler® RTL synthesis with embedded test technology to optimize timing, power, area and 
congestion for test as well as functional logic, leading to faster time-to-results. The Synopsys test 
solution delivers tight integration across the Synopsys Galaxy Design Platform, including Design 
Compiler, IC Compiler™ II place and route, and PrimeTime® timing analysis, to enable faster 
turnaround time meeting both design and test goals, higher defect coverage and faster yield ramp. 
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Russia’s Leader in Nuclear Power Licenses C3D Kernel 
23 June 2015 

C3D Labs is pleased to announce that ROSATOM, the Russian Federal Nuclear Center’s All-Russian 
Research Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF) has licensed the C3D kernel for use in its 3D 
software. 
After a selection procedure that thoroughly tested the contenders amongst available kernels, engineers at 
VNIIEF decided in favor of the C3D geometric kernel from C3D Labs. The technology will be used by 
the research institute to develop their own software that computes simulations of a variety of physical 
processes.  
“We look forward to using the C3D geometric kernel to build computational meshes for 3D models, and 
for simplifying, adjusting, and improving the computational geometry,” said Valery Budnikov, 
department head at VNIIEF.  “Our collaboration has proven to be productive for both teams.” 

http://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Implementation/RTLSynthesis/Test/Pages/default.aspx
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During the testing phase, C3D Labs engineers joined forces with those from VNIIEF, so much so that 
C3D Labs decided to release the support systems and development environments requested by the 
research institute, even before they had licensed the C3D kernel. By using the C3D kernel, VNIIEF is 
able to seamlessly integrate two Russian design systems, ASCON's COMPAS-3D CAD (see 
ascon.net/solutions/kompas_3d) and the LOGOS software suite (see 
www.vniief.ru/wps/wcm/connect/vniief/siteeng/missionareas/Research). LOGOS was created at 
VNIIEF for computing simulations with supercomputers. 
"The R&D team in Sarov works in very interesting fields of science – that's why we are proud and 
happy to collaborate with them and ROSATOM,” said Nikolay Golovanov, C3D Development 
Manager. “We were very impressed with the high level of professional skills displayed by VNIIEF 
developers, and their knowledge of geometric modeling.” 
 “C3D Labs operates in a sophisticated market, with the end users being engineering software 
developers,” said Vasily Sizov, Senior Project Manager at the IT Cluster of the Skolkovo Foundation. 
“They successfully challenge competitors that sometimes are subsidiaries of much larger corporations, 
like Siemens PLM Software and Dassault Systemes.” 
The Skolkovo representative noted that the C3D kernel has great opportunities in the market, expressing 
confidence that the collaboration between C3D Labs and VNIIEF will help both: on the one hand 
making the kernel better, while providing enhanced computational simulations at the nuclear power 
research center. 
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Siemens PLM’s NX software supports CKE Manufacturing’s full range of precision engineering 
plans 
25 June 2015 

Incorporated in 1990, CKE Manufacturing (CKE) specializes in precision engineering machining 
services for companies in Asia, the Middle East and Europe that require highly complex and customized 
products. With its roots in a single precision machine shop established in 1946, CKE has continuously 
innovated and upgraded its capabilities and technical knowledge through the robust training of staff, 
acquisition of new technology, and adoption and implementation of modern management systems. 
With precision engineering as a core enabler for many industries requiring complex equipment, CKE 
supplies precision parts to various industries, including defense, semiconductor, electronics, oil and gas, 
offshore, biomedical and aerospace. 
“We’ve come a long way since the days of programming, storing data on disks and uploading it into 
machines,” says Kwan Li Feng, enterprise development manager. “Our services have grown by leaps 
and bounds and have expanded to meet the needs of our customers. We have grown over the last 60 
years and the company has established itself as a leading supplier of precision engineering services for 
customers within the oil and gas, aerospace, semiconductor and electronics industries.” 
 During the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic, CKE looked to customers overseas to 
mitigate risks. Shortly after the epidemic subsided in 2008, CKE noticed an increase in demand for its 
services across the Asia Pacific, Middle East and South Asia. With growing demand for its products and 
a larger customer base, CKE was forced to re-evaluate its manufacturing processes and realized that it 
needed a solution that would help reduce overall production time and enable smarter decisions. 

http://ascon.net/solutions/kompas_3d/
http://www.vniief.ru/wps/wcm/connect/vniief/siteeng/missionareas/Research
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In addition to that, the Singapore government launched a new initiative to push local small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) to improve overall productivity with the recent increase in data management trends. 
SMEs are a driving force behind the Singaporean economy, accounting for more than 90 percent of all 
enterprises, and contribute six percent of the total added value in the economy. This initiative, coupled 
with CKE’s rapid business growth, prompted the company to search for a full suite of solutions – 
specifically on a single platform – to enable the management of all data for its different end-users, 
including supervisors, designers and manufacturers. 
“The government’s initiative is truly one to take heed of to remain competitive in this industry,” says 
Kwan. “With Siemens PLM Software technology, we were offered a platform with endless integrated 
solutions that will enable us to grow and fulfill this ambitious vision.” 
CKE started an extensive evaluation process, approaching several vendors for a solution that would help 
the company to meet the needs of its customers overseas. Management also noted that it was important 
for the company to factor in the legacy data generated by enterprise solutions that had been in use for 
decades. After multiple product demonstrations, CKE chose NX software from product lifecycle 
management (PLM) specialist Siemens PLM Software. Management noted that NX provided a full 
platform of solutions for manufacturing; moreover, it was the platform that would best help the company 
achieve the greatest control of its machining strategies and meet its productivity goals. 
The selection was not solely based on the technology, which it considered advanced, comprehensive and 
easy to- use. CKE also valued the long-term relationships that Siemens PLM Software has with its 
channel partners and its reputation as a brand known for helping thousands of companies make great 
products by optimizing their lifecycle processes, from planning and development through manufacturing 
and support. Siemens PLM Software’s strong relationship with its partner Hitachi Sunway Information 
Systems (Singapore) Pte Ltd, and the fact that CKE could rely on Hitachi Sunway Information Systems 
for additional support, ultimately solidified its choice of NX. 
NX, an integrated product design, engineering and manufacturing solution, provided CKE with the 
flexibility to maximize the use of its manufacturing resources and deliver products faster and more 
efficiently through digitization. As an engineering company, CKE needed a platform that provided a full 
suite of solutions that extended beyond computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) applications. NX delivered. Importantly, the use of NX empowered CKE’s 
engineers with unique functionality and best practices designed to accelerate innovation. 
Six months after implementing NX, CKE noticed a vast improvement in its processes and productivity. 
With NX, the company significantly improved its re-use of knowledge. CKE substantially cut product 
development time, effort and resources and quickly acquired the ability to handle designs of all 
complexities from its customers. In fact, NX served as one of the key drivers of its innovative new 
solutions. 
CKE cited critical value in its ability to use NX to realize a significant decrease in the overall production 
time needed to create numerical control (NC) programs. “Before the solution was implemented, it took 
us 15 to 20 minutes to create one job,” Kwan says. “With the implementation of NX, we spent less time 
on NC programming, reducing the total time to complete the same job to just 10 to 15 minutes. Using 
NX, we cut the time spent doing NC programming by 30 percent. This was due to the use of the same 
3D model through the entire process, from design to manufacturing. This efficient, model-driven process 
enables our engineers to change the design and the edits to propagate through the entire process. The 
integrated NX system enables the 3D model to move seamlessly between the applications without data 
translation and re-programming, which eliminates errors and minimizes the programming time.” 
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CKE understood that with NX, it could now access manufacturing planning data directly from the shop 
floor, connecting engineering and production. This connectivity allows engineers to send the correct 
manufacturing data directly to the shop floor machines, which reduces delays and costs. 
The implementation of Siemens PLM Software solutions has provided CKE with the confidence to find 
the right partners to help its business grow. Its investment in NX and new technologies has strengthened 
its competitive advantage and now differentiates the company from its competitors. With smart 
investments like NX, CKE is now looking to implement another Siemens PLM Software solution –
Teamcenter software for complete PLM – as it continues to expand its business across Asia. 
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Product News 
BIM Pipeline By CG Vision Can Now Move Design and Option Data from CAD and BIM Systems 
Directly to BuilderMT Estimating  
24 June 2015 

BuilderMT now offers a new estimating capability through its integration with CG Visions. Using CG 
Visions’ BIM Pipeline™, BuilderMT users can now move design and option data from CAD and BIM 
systems directly into BuilderMT Estimating, even for home plans heavily customized in the options 
process. 

CG Visions’ BIM Pipeline™ uses model dimensions to translate a home builder’s designs into the 
products the builder needs to build that home. Those products can then automatically appear in 
BuilderMT, where their data populates BuilderMT’s purchasing system, creating accurate purchase 
orders in the process. 
BuilderMT purchase orders are tied to real-time pricing, so BIM Pipeline / BuilderMT users can 
accurately determine the costs of any home, even if they are building it for the first time. 
With CG Visions’ BIM Pipeline, home builders can work entirely in digital design environments, 
through design programs like eTakeoff, PlanSwift, VisionREZ, Revit, AutoCAD and Vertex, saving 
time that used to go to redrawing plans or manually creating purchase orders to calculate costs. 
 “Advances in CAD and BIM integration have taken great strides toward making the design process, the 
option selection process, and the purchasing process all one seamlessly integrated system,” said Tom 
Gebes, BuilderMT’s president. “Increasingly, all builders are production custom builders, and this 
integration helps them to ensure margins and profits.” 
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Dassault Systèmes Introduces 3DVIA Make 
23 June 2015 

Dassault Systèmes today announced the launch of the 3DVIA Make application to enable retailers to 
offer customer-personalized products without requiring a huge back-end inventory or a lengthy 
fulfillment process. Retailers can now capture mass personalization opportunities for consumer products 
with flexibility that benefits the customer, retailer and brand. 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.buildermt.com&esheet=51128775&newsitemid=20150623005514&lan=en-US&anchor=BuilderMT&index=1&md5=b76ca0f338411c156bf9b6bb8870a58c
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fbuildermt.com%2Fdesign%2F&esheet=51128775&newsitemid=20150623005514&lan=en-US&anchor=new+estimating+capability&index=2&md5=e04616fe5cccb5b2384793fe4087f366
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com&esheet=51128603&newsitemid=20150623005619&lan=en-US&anchor=Dassault+Syst%C3%A8mes&index=1&md5=18dac3f6314b91c98ebf945d7d0f8378
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Fproducts-services%2F3dvia%2Fspace-planning-software%2Fmake%2F&esheet=51128603&newsitemid=20150623005619&lan=en-US&anchor=3DVIA+Make&index=2&md5=4d6e46beed870793d9a98fbec8a1d79e
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Using 3DVIA Make, products can be extensively personalized to the desire of each individual customer 
from within the retailers’ or brands’ website. Orders are then fulfilled on-demand by a 3D printing 
service or local bureau, reducing the need to stock a wide variety of products. For example, a customer 
can visit a retailer website or e-store and create a personalized product by selecting from a wide variety 
of materials, colors, shapes and designs. The customer can see the selected product from a 360-degree 
viewing angle before deciding to purchase. A personalized, one-of-a-kind product can then be printed 
using a 3D printer and sent to the consumer within a few days of the order. 
“Merchandise that can be highly personalized is going to be an important revenue stream for online 
retailers in the years and decades to come,” said Allan Behrens, Managing Director, Taxal. “3D printing 
technology is creating opportunities for sales and brand interactions that were simply not feasible a few 
years ago. Businesses that can effectively leverage this new ability to sell user-personalized 
merchandise, as well as manage the distributed manufacturing that’s necessary to maintain an on-
demand supply chain, will be significantly ahead of the curve as this technology continues to mature in 
the online marketplace.” 
“This is the first 3D solution designed for integration into a business’s website to give its customers a 
virtual design experience,” said Vincent Picou, CEO, 3DVIA, Dassault Systèmes. “3DVIA Make is the 
latest example of 3D technology moving from a professional proposition to a consumer market that 
makes revenue-producing a reality, and it has the potential to revolutionize certain retail segments in the 
coming years.” 
Powered by Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform, the 3DVIA Make application’s initial focus 
will be on jewelry, toys and accessories and the application is currently available to select vendors. The 
product has minimal upfront costs and is based on a revenue sharing model determined by transactions. 
3DVIA Make will be available for demonstrations at the JA New York jewelry tradeshow, held in New 
York City’s Javits Convention Center from July 26-28th. The jewelry industry is poised to benefit 
greatly from collaborative personalization in the coming years, and Dassault Systèmes has developed the 
3DVIA Make application with the needs of jewelry retailers in mind. Dassault Systèmes will be located 
in booth #2260. 
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Granta Design Releases MI:Materials Gateway 3.1 
23 June 2015 

Granta Design has released version 3.1 of its MI:Materials Gateway software. This release, according 
to the company, has features that ensure materials choices can easily be access in the CAE environment 
and quickly identified. 

Interoperability is supported for CAD systems such as CATIA, Creo, Autodesk Inventor, NX for CAE 
platforms like Abaqus, ANSYS Workbench and HyperMesh. Version 3.1 further enables users to share 
materials knowledge between product development functions. 

MI:Materials Gateway allows CAD users to identify materials in the GRANTA MI database, assign 
them to parts and change materials assignments with CAE users. These CAE materials models can then 
be used for simulation. 

“Version 3.1 continues the fast pace of development for MI:Materials Gateway, in close collaboration 
with our customers and leading vendors of CAD, CAE and PLM (product lifecycle management),” says 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ja-newyork.com%2F&esheet=51128603&newsitemid=20150623005619&lan=en-US&anchor=JA+New+York&index=3&md5=1c0ecce0382ce78480a8f09a289dbb8c
http://www.grantadesign.com/
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Dr Arthur Fairfull, director of Strategic Product Initiatives at Granta. “Already in its third generation, 
this unique technology ensures a single view of company materials data across these systems. Now it’s 
even easier to share the resulting knowledge and traceability.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerbers Taurus II Cutter Maximizes Throughput with CutWorks® 9 Software 
26 June 2015 

Gerber Technology’s integrated speed and accuracy of the Taurus II cutter with the enhanced workflow 
technology of CutWorks® 9 software can result in an up to 12 percent increase in hide cutting 
throughput for manufacturers. This means an increase of as much as one hide per hour with a high level 
of accuracy and expanded yield potential, said Tom Gordon, director of product management with 
Gerber Technology. 
Using CutWorks 9 with the Taurus II cutter results in a maximum hide yield, Gordon said. The Taurus II 
produces the maximum throughput with a single image hide capture, further reducing time and 
increasing accuracy. 
Taurus IIs computerized nesting engine is 250 times more powerful than previous offerings, mapping 
hides and flaws in seconds. The process is enhanced by CutWorks 9s flaw detection feature, which maps 
flaws much more closely for an expanded yield per hide. In addition, the CutWorks 9 nesting package, 
in combination with the Taurus II, allows users to work on both sides of the cutter simultaneously, 
Gordon said. You are able to process and nest simultaneously on one side while cutting on the other, 
resulting in significant time savings. 
Taurus II also features improved cut accuracy, particularly in working with complex and delicate leather 
parts. Gerbers 25+ years of leather cutting expertise results in a much more reliable, accurate cutting 
experience for users. Our cutters handle some of the most delicate, high-grade leathers in the world, so 
users can have confidence in Gerber. This is of the utmost importance to us, said Gordon. 
CutWorks 9 software features enhanced an AccuMark® system, Gerbers complete design, grading, 
marker making and production planning solution for flexible materials. CutWorks 9 is a standard feature 
on all Gerber single-ply cutters, including the Taurus II, Z1, DCS 1500 and DCS 2500. 
About Gerber Technology: For nearly 50 years, Gerber Technology has been the world leader in 
providing integrated solutions to help its customers automate and more effectively manage product 
design and manufacturing processes in the apparel and industrial marketplaces. The company serves 
25,000 customers, including more than 100 Fortune 500 companies, in the aerospace, apparel, retail, 
composites, packaging, furniture, technical textiles and transportation interiors industries in 130 
countries. 
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Proto Labs Brings Seamless Quoting to Autodesk Fusion 360 
26 June 2015 

Leading custom prototyping and low-volume parts manufacturer, Proto Labs, Inc. has teamed up with 
Autodesk to provide easy access to Proto Labs’ online quoting system directly within Autodesk’s Fusion 
360. This software integration will go live with a late-July release of the Fusion 360 application update. 
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 “This is the first step in what we expect to be a successful combination of our tech-driven 
manufacturing services and Autodesk’s advanced Fusion 360 CAD software,” says Proto Labs’ VP and 
GM of the Americas, Rob Bodor. “We want to give product designers and engineers increasingly easy 
access to pricing and part analysis so they can quickly manufacture parts to test and iterate design during 
product development.” 
By clicking the Proto Labs logo within Fusion 360, users will be able to get an interactive quote with 
manufacturability analysis, for injection molding or CNC machining, within a few hours. The analysis 
highlights potential manufacturability issues allowing design modifications to be made early before any 
actual production begins. 
In addition to molding and machining, plans are underway to implement similar quoting functionality 
for pricing on Proto Labs’ third flagship service: additive manufacturing (3D printing). “We will 
continue to enhance our in-program quoting in Fusion 360 over the next year to bring even more 
capabilities to users,” Bodor says. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

RS Components introduces DesignSpark Mechanical Premium Add-On Modules for 3D Design Tool 
22 June 2015 

RS Components today announced the expansion of DesignSpark Mechanical with two new optional 
premium modules that significantly extend the functionality of the existing version of the tool. 
Developed in conjunction with SpaceClaim, the leading provider of flexible and affordable 3D 
modelling software for engineers, DesignSpark Mechanical is an advanced 3D direct modelling tool that 
can be downloaded free of charge. Notwithstanding the availability of these optional premium paid-for 
modules, which can now be purchased from RS, very importantly the fundamental software that is 
available today will remain free to all users with continued support, new versions and updates from RS 
into the foreseeable future. DesignSpark Mechanical is a key element of the initiative by RS to provide 
tools for engineers that enable them to rapidly develop prototypes in the product concept design stage. 
For example, the software's STL-output format enables the direct export of designs to 3D printers. 
The first premium module available is DesignSpark Mechanical Exchange, which adds advanced 
import/export capabilities and enables the import, modification and export of industry-standard STEP 
and IGES file formats, which allows full exchange of design data with CAD tools such as SolidWorks, 
Catia, ProEngineer and AutoCAD. The module can enable engineers to integrate DesignSpark 
Mechanical into a product development toolchain that works across various software platforms, moving 
beyond concept creation to a seamless workflow for producing final designs. It means that companies 
can pass designs to their mechanical department or outside contractors for final design creation and 
manufacturing and do not have to invest in highly expensive 3D CAD licences or training. 
The second premium module -- DesignSpark Mechanical Drawing -- adds SpaceClaim's Associative 
Drawing environment, which allows the changing of designs, as well as the ability to create and modify 
geometry from within drawing views. It enables the creation of detailed dimensioned drawings allowing 
designers to move beyond concept development and the 3D printing of prototypes and on to final 
manufacturing. The drawing environment also provides a familiar workspace for those accustomed to 
working in 2D. In this environment, drawings support annotations, including geometric dimensioning 
and tolerances, notes and leaders, to JIS, ISO, and ANSI standards. 
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"The advanced capabilities of the essential and free version of DesignSpark Mechanical will meet the 
3D design requirements of the large majority of users," said Glenn Jarrett, Global Head of Product 
Marketing at RS Components. "However, these two premium modules will further enhance the tool and 
offer more functionality to highly advanced users at a very competitive price, and enable them to create 
a seamless concept-to-production workflow." 
These two new premium modules build on top of the latest version of free-to-download DesignSpark 
Mechanical. Version 2 of the software was released in December 2014 and added several features that 
had been requested by DesignSpark Mechanical users to enable an even better 3D design experience. 
These improvements include a simplified user interface and access to a new 3D catalogue allowing the 
rapid insertion of tens of thousands of 3D models from leading component manufacturers. Also 
integrated in version 2 were all the necessary RS purchasing data for fast Bill-of Materials (BOM) 
creation and also a QuickParts(R) 3D printing service, which is available via RS in conjunction with its 
partner 3D Systems. 

The DesignSpark Mechanical Add-On modules are available for purchase on the RS site at www.rs-
online.com: DesignSpark Mechanical Exchange is priced at $795 DesignSpark Mechanical Drawing is 
priced at $795 and the DesignSpark Mechanical Add-On Bundle, comprising both the Exchange and 
Drawing modules, is priced at $995. 
DesignSpark Mechanical version 2 continues to be available for free download 
atwww.designspark.com/mechanical. Support can be found via the DesignSpark community 
at www.designspark.com. 
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STAR-CCM+ v10.04 a Game Changer for Engineering Simulation with the Addition of 
Computational Solid Mechanics 
24 June 2015 
CD-adapco today announced the release of STAR-CCM+® v10.04, the second release in 2015 of its 
flagship simulation tool. The latest release represents a major step forward in the company's vision of 
allowing its customers to "discover better designs, faster" using Multidisciplinary Design exploration 
(MDX). 
The highlight of the v10.04 release is an entirely new Finite Element Based Solid Stress Solver, enabling 
Computational Solid Mechanics from within STAR-CCM+. This engineering breakthrough makes 
STAR-CCM+ the first tool on the market to offer both Computational Fluid Dynamics and 
Computational Solid Mechanics from a single and easy to use fully integrated environment. STAR-
CCM+ offers the most efficient way of modeling Fluid Structure Interaction problems. 
"The introduction of Computational Solid Mechanics in STAR-CCM+ is a very important step in terms 
of the future direction of engineering simulation," said Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, Senior VP of Product 
Management, CD-adapco. "Engineers can now easily bridge the gap between the fluid and structure 
disciplines within one single user interface and environment. Previously, this was only possible using 
multiple tools and different skill sets across several teams. STAR-CCM+ users are now able to expand 
their applications scope and be effective immediately. The new Computational Solid Mechanics 
capability is using the same interface and does not require an additional license." 

http://www.rs-online.com/
http://www.rs-online.com/
http://www.designspark.com/mechanical
http://www.designspark.com/
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STAR-CCM+ v10.04 continues the v10 theme of providing enhancements to make customers infinitely 
more competitive and effective in their marketplace through the pillars of technology, experience and 
productivity. 
Technology: In addition to the introduction of Computational Solid Mechanics in STAR-CCM+, another 
major step forward in v10.04 is the implementation of the Adjoint Solver for Coupled Solid Energy, 
enabling sensitivity analysis of solid conduction problems. This solver can be used in conjunction with 
the adjoint flow solver for performing sensitivity analysis and optimization for problems involving 
conjugate heat transfer. This is a unique capability that will enable engineers to speed up their design 
process while including the effects of conjugate heat transfer. Read more... 
The introduction of reference geometry transfer through the STAR-CAD clients now allows the user to 
pass more data from their CAD package to STAR-CCM+, including transfer coordinate systems and 
reference planes and these are automatically synchronized during updates. This functionality enables 
easy boundary condition creation and post-processing based on CAD references while leveraging the 
strengths of STAR-CCM+. Read more... 
Experience: STAR-CCM+ v10.04 delivers 22 new color maps to further streamline the visualization 
workflow and help users gain a better understanding of their simulation results through high impact 
scientific visualization. Read more... 
For improved monitoring and control during a design exploration cycle, v10.04 delivers a brand-new tab 
in the Optimate(TM) interface, giving users the ability to get live updates of simulation progress during 
the design process. This feature helps save engineering time by offering instant feedback on how the 
design is progressing and enables troubleshooting if required. 
STAR-CCM+ v10.04 also adds enhancements to Custom Summary Reports, allowing the creation of 
well-formatted, customized summaries of specific objects within the simulation. This helps an engineer 
to quickly review simulation file content without opening the file and facilitates comparing results from 
different simulations. 
Productivity: A unique productivity improvement in v10.04 is the introduction of Boundary Data Export 
for Simulation History. This capability reduces the size of the simulation history files and increases the 
overall performance by delivering the ability to save results for boundaries only. 
Another new capability in v10.04 to significantly improve productivity is the Equilibrium DFBI Motion 
Type for sink and trim calculations in the Marine Industry. This feature is suitable for scenarios where a 
force and moment balance can ultimately exist in equilibrium and drastically reduces computational 
expense compared to a time-accurate unsteady free motion simulations.  
STAR-CCM+ v10.04 possesses many new features drawn from suggestions submitted through 
IdeaStorm, the innovation forum exclusive to CD-adapco customers. The company is committed to three 
major releases each year to ensure it is delivering on its vision for the software and, at the same time, 
supporting the ongoing needs of its customers. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

Support for 2016 Versions of AutoCAD Civil 3D and Autodesk Revit Solutions Now Available 
26 June 2015 

 Eagle Point Software Corporation, an Autodesk AEC Industry Partner, announced the addition of 
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Autodesk 2016 resources to Pinnacle Series, which enables AEC organizations to immediately take 
advantage of the new features found in the latest Autodesk software and increase overall productivity. 
Pinnacle Series Workflows, Cheat Sheets, Videos and Live Training Classes are updated to include 
support for the following 2016 Autodesk products: 
AutoCAD® 

AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 

AutoCAD® Map 3D 

Autodesk® InfraWorksTM 

Autodesk® Storm & Sanitary Analysis 

Autodesk® Revit® Architecture 

Autodesk® Revit® MEP 

Autodesk® Revit® Structure 

Autodesk® Navisworks® 

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design 

Autodesk® Design Review 

"Many customers have made the move or are soon to make the move to the 2016 release of these 
Autodesk products and we're happy to be able to quickly deliver access to a full library of learning and 
help resources," says Brad Heil, Vice President of Products and Services at Eagle Point. "The 
workflows, cheat sheets, videos, training classes and technical support are all pointed at making our 
clients more productive with these new releases." 
In addition to 2016 support, Civil Engineering professionals and Building Design professionals gain 
access to new AutoCAD Civil 3D, AutoCAD Map 3D and Autodesk Revit content. This content 
includes 35+ new AutoCAD Civil 3D and AutoCAD Map 3D how-to videos and 40+ new Autodesk 
Revit cheat sheets and how-to videos. All design professionals can also access new Bluebeam Revu 12 
content, including document management workflows and 40+ how-to videos. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tukatech Announces Release of TUKA3D 2015 
23 June 2015 

Tukatech announced the release of TUKA3D 2015, the newest version of Tukatech’s 3D system for 
digital development from prototyping to eCommerce. “TUKA3D 2015 is the most advanced work that 
we have ever done in CAD/CAM technology. It should be called the 4D system, the fourth-dimension 
being the real-time motion simulation and live feedback,” says Ram Sareen, Founder and CEO of 
Tukatech. 
TUKA3D 2015 is a thoroughly tested version with over 14 months of use in 27 different companies with 
different brands, products, and applications, resulting in a system that has helped eliminate physical 
sample making. 
“Our biggest challenge has been working with vendors who used cloth-covered fit forms nominated by 
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brands and retailers for checking the fit of a garment. The vendor kept trying to compare a physical 
sample on fit form and 3D garment on the screen, and of course, they never drape the same. We all 
know that the fit forms are not an exact replica of a human fit model in terms of shape,” explains Sareen. 
“In order to have zero tolerance between what the vendor/developer sees on the screen versus what the 
brand/approver sees on the human, we have to create an exact replica of the human fit model’s body. We 
do this either from a body scan or through 3D sculpting. We then add the appropriate animation which 
enables the user to verify the fit and look of the garment while the model is in motion – live feedback. 
For example, we developed a squat test animation for one of the largest suppliers to Gap, Banana 
Republic, and Old Navy which allows the developer to test the balance of rise just as they would in a fit 
session with a human fit model. Another example is the jump test animation we developed for Jones 
New York lingerie. This jump test animation allows the users to analyze whether or not the elastic band 
is tight enough. This real-time simulation provides the user with digital feedback, which can also be 
viewed with different features such as x-ray and tension mapping.” 
“When Tukatech created an exact replica of our fit model’s body, we found that the shape and details 
were so different from the same brands fit form purchased by us. Once we stopped comparing the 
physical sample on the fit form to the 3D sample we saw on the screen, the approval of our first 
submitted sample jumped to 95%,” commented Anusha Rodrigo, Senior Vice President at Star 
Garments, Sri Lanka. 
TUKA3D 2015 version includes many features which allow the user to easily apply the “look” of the 
garment. With seamless integration to TUKAcad 2D, TUKAstudio for Print Designs, Adobe Photoshop and 
Illustrator, the final product can be visualized without the need of making a physical sample.  
“We make dresses with many different fabrics, prints, and colorways. With TUKA3D 2015 we are able 
to take many prints and colorways and with just the click of a button we can see the same garment in 
dozens of different strike-offs,” explains Ashesh Amin, Chief Operating Officer at Adrianna Papell 
USA. 
TUKA3D’s Planar Map feature allows users to utilize Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop to create 
hundreds of virtual samples without having to make a single physical garment. Many denim companies 
utilize this feature to virtually develop different types of washes and embellishments, saving time and 
cost of development. Once the digital look is approved then the garment is replicated as a physical 
sample. An absolute reverse thinking of present process. 
“This software turns a design into something 3D that someone can make sense of,” comments Aaron 
Barker, eCommerce Director at Voler, USA, “allowing us to share the design online without having to 
stitch up a sample. Previously we didn’t have a way to do this. We would create some kind of 2D sketch 
of a jersey. Now we can actually have graphic representation of every garment we are going to sell to 
that person before they place their order. It’s huge that they can be part of it this way.” 
“We were the first dress manufacturer to implement TUKA3D in 2007. Since then it has helped us 
reduce the amount of physical samples required, as we can verify the fit, the look, and the drape of 
dresses with border prints, embellishments, and embroideries.” says Mr. Arshad Sattar, the Managing 
Director of TIMEX and Aviraté, Sri Lanka. “It is very important for us to see the actual drape of fabric in 
motion, so we have a sample video developed which shows the drape, front, sides and back of the final 
garment. Without real time motion simulator from Tukatech, we could never go to approval of the final 
garment digitally.” 
TUKA3D truly helped our ‘demand manufacturing’ model where we have 100% digital process. The 
patterns are done digitally, the samples are done digitally, the fit sessions are done digitally, and the 
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prints and colorways are developed digitally and they are then uploaded on our websites to sell. With no 
inventory, no warehousing, no photoshoots, and digital printing, we make what we have sold, and thanks 
to analytics feedback, if the style or the print or the color is not selling well, we simply add new styles 
with zero cost associated with product development,” Sattar added. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZWCAD Design Releases ZWCAD Mechanical 2015 SP1 
25 June 2015 

ZWCAD Design today released ZWCAD Mechanical 2015 SP1, an update to its manufacturing 
specialized product featuring with many exciting new enhancements. From newly added batch plot to 
optimized style configuration, more DIN standard parts to some fixed bugs, this new version will bring 
optimized user experience to your workflow.  

Designers always prefer to draw multiple drawings in model space instead of using layout spaces. 
Plotting one drawing a time largely hinders them from improving their work efficiency, however, with 
batch  plot integrated, multiple drawings can be plotted from the model space at one time. Simply define 
the border for every drawing in the model space and select the entities that need to be plotted, then plot 
all selected entities within all borders to each page at a time, they will be printed instantly. 

When standard varies in different countries and dealing with tons of mechanical parts is a necessity  in 
mechanical design. Since ISO and DIN are common and frequently-used standard around the world, the 
number of DIN standard part, to some degree, equates efficiency. Before the advent of ZWCAD 
Mechanical 2015 SP1, the quantity of DIN standard part is already relatively large enough. Now with 
more newly added ones, totally, there are 122 DIN standard parts now which speed up the efficiency of 
design tasks. 

The re-designed Style Configuration in ZWCAD Mechanical 2015 provided a graphic interface that 
enables users to customize drafting standard without knowing how to define related xml files and code 
structure. Now it comes out more friendly with a bunch of  improvements, like the title frame setting 
which enables bind setting “Left/No”,  it also removes the style configuration setting button from the 
frame setup dialog box, to make the interface simpler. There are also several other enhancements which 
largely make changes and modifications more visible. 
 Click here to return to Contents 
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